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INTRODUCTION. 
LOCATION AND AREA . 
Howard belongs to the no.rthern tier o.f counties and is the third 
in order counting westward from the northeast corner of the 
state. With reference to. the distribution (pf the geolo.e:ical forma-
tions or Iowa, its location is one of unusual interest. Along 
the Up~r Iowa, o.r Oneota river, in Albio.n township, Howard 
county possesses some o.f the characteristies o.f the Driftless Area, 
a unique area which includes a large part. of Allamakee oounty 
and parts of Winneshiek, Fayette, Clayt0n, Dubuque and J ack-
son. From this area Howard' county is separated by a narrow 
marginal zo.ne of Kansan drift. The border of the Io.wan drift 
passes thro.ugh the northeastern part of the county, and so north-
east o.f the Iowan 1J<>undary the country is rolling Kansan drift 
covered with loess, while by far the larger part o.f the CO'llJlty, 
lying So.uthwest o.f this well defined line of division, belongs to. 
the level or gently undulating, uneroded, loessless Iowan plain. 
One o.r the interestingl geological features of this region is the 
absence of the Niagara limestone or any representative o.f the 
Silurian system, for here the peyonian overlaps upon the shales 
and shaly limestones o.f the J\faq~o.ketastage of the Ordovician. 
'1.'he margin of the overlap and! the contact of the Devo.nian with 
the Maquoketa may be studied at variouSi points within the lim-
its of the co.unty now under consideration. 
The artificial bo.undaries of Howard county are the state of 
:Minnesota on the north, Winneshiek county on the east. Chicka-
saw on the sOiUth and Mitchell on the west. The ('county is! divided 
into twelve civil townships. · The four southern to.wnships, as 
organized for the administration of local government, are · nine 
miles long from north to ~uth, and so each embraces one con-
gressional township and Ii, half. The no.rthern townships 
.are each only five miles in length from north to south, seetio.ns 
1 to 6'in each case being ~mitted. Th~ , 0ther four to~nships are 
3 GRep 
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of the usual size. The county is a rectangle, the dimensionb 
being approximately twenty miles from north to south and twen-
ty--four miles from east, to west. The area is therefore 480 squal'e 
miles more or less, the variation from the theoretical area de-
pending on the natural convergence of north-south lines and 
errors in the original surveys. 
PREVIOUS GEOLOGICAL WORK. 
Previous to the organization of the present Survey, Howard 
county received but little attention at the hands of official geolo-
gists. In connection with the survey made by Hall & Whitney 
during portions of the years 1855, 56 and 57, the northern coun-
ties of the eastern part of the state were hastily examined by 
.T. D. Whitney for the purpose of determining their leading 
geological features, without, however, attempting anything like ' 
detailed investigations. In ' the report* which followed the ref-
erences to Howard county are very meager and relate almost 
wholly to the position, importance and courses of the drainage 
streams. The report of: Dr. C. A. White t makes no referenee 
to the county we are now considering; hut in 1872 Dr. White 
read It paper at the Dubuque meeting 6£ the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Sciencet in which he discussed the 
geologleal significance of fossils found in the drift of Heward 
county ' near Lime . ,S.prings. McGee in his Pleistocene History 
of Norheastern Iowa II makes a ·number of references to the 
topography, drainage, indurated rocks and glacial depol'lits of 
Howard county. Geologists and paleontologists )lave long been 
attracted by the interesting fauna which may be collected from 
outcrops of the Trenton and Maquoketa formations along the 
Upper Iowa" or Oneota river, above and below Florenceville, in 
the northeastern part of the county; and on this' account there 
are frequent references in geological literature to the rooks and 
. fossils of the Florenceville region. In the report on Fillmore 
ORePO"t on the Geol. Surv. ottheStateof l owa: ByJames HallandJ. D .Whitney ; Vol. I, 
Pt I, pp. 806-312, 1858. 
Des+::::';-;' ~8!r&~e Geol.Surv. of the State ofIowa: ByCharles A .Whlte, M. D. ; Vols. I and II, 
tOn the ER. t·ern Limit ot Cretaceous DeJlO'lit" In Iowa: By C. A. WhIte. Proc. Am. ABo'n tor 
the Adv. ot Sci. Twenty-first Meeting. p. 187, Cambridge, ]878. 
liThe Pleistocene History 'of;, NorthFastern .lowa : By W· J McG ee. Eleventh Ann. Rapt" U . 
S. Gool. Snrv: , p. 189 et seq., W. ashlngt~m, 1891 • 
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county, Minnesota, · the rocks of Howard county, especially those 
about Lime Springs, receive more or less attention in the way 
of comparison of outcrops in Iowa, wIth outcrops on the other 
side of the state boundary., Th~ Devonian limestones of the area 
under discussion in this, report are very highly dolomitized and, 
lithologically, they resemble certain phases of the Niagara beds 
farther south. While some of the exposed sections are rich in 
casts of fossils, there are others which are quite barren, and the 
result has been that nearly all the writers mentioned above, either 
in printed text or published maps, have referred some of the 
dolomitized Devonian to the Niagara series. The overlap of the 
Devonian on the Maquoketa is something' unlooked for, unex-
pected. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
The loess margin of the Iowan drift plain passes thrO'Ugh the 
northeast part of Howard and divides the county into two very 
dIstinct topographic areas, each of which is again divided into 
smaller areas according to the extent to wbch tbe glacial deposits 
are developed. The line separating' the two principal areas. 
passes from Minnesota into Iowa near the northwest corner of 
section 11, Forest City township, from which point it bends to 
the west and then turns nearly due SQuth, t.raversing the eastern 
edge of section 10. After passing into section 15 the line makes 
an abrupt bend to the east, passes through the northern part of 
section 14, whence, veering, southwru-d, it maintains, with some 
minor deflections and sinuosities, a general southeasterly course 
until it leaves the cOunty a few. rods south of the northeast cor-
ner of section 36, Albion township. The area north and east of 
this line is comparatively small; only about 22 square miles, all 
, told, are here included; but within this limited space there : is 
more of varied topographic intere~t than in all the rest of ~he 
county, On one side of the line, in the smaller area', the surface 
• . • .J 
deposits are Kansan. drift overlain by loess; on ,the. other side 
the surface 'is occupied by a 'Y0Ung drift sheet, the Iowan, uPon 
which there is no'loess, but 'large granite howlders of types wholly 
*The Geology of Fiil';lOr~ County : By N. It Winchell: The Geology of MiruieSofa, Vot ' I, 
of the Final Report, pp. 26lHI24: MinneapOlis, 1884. 
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absent from the northeastern part of the county, give character 
to the long v.istas ofi gently undulating plain. 'J.'he small north-
eastern area may be called the Loess-Kansarn, the larger area to 
the southwest is the Iowarn. 
The Topography of the Loess-Karnswn Area.-Excepting the 
valley of the Upper Iowa, or Oneota river, the surface of th~ 
Loess-Kansan area presents a series of l'ounded hills sepamted 
by ravines which have been cut by flowing water. Stream action 
is the dominant characteristic of the regiO'n. All its present topo-
graphic features-the hills, ravines and eyen the deep river val-
leys-are due to' the carving apd shaping effects of .ordiBax:Y,:sur-
face drainage. Outside the river valley and its immediate tribu-
taries
'
, the topography is a direct produet, of '..he run-O'ff of the 
ordinary storm waters. The underlying drift, as already inti-
mated, is what has bee"n called in recent geological literature the 
Kansan. The surface of this ancient glacial deposit, by reason 
of long exposure to rains and other meteorolO'gic agents, was 
deeply trench~d, and the sculpturing resulted in producing, on 
a small sca,]e, a mature type of erosional topography. (Fig. 1.) 
. Fro. 1.:: : Erosiona.lly developed and well rounded hills of the Loess·Kansan area., in the north-
eastern part of Howard county'. 
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At the time of maximum development of the ice sheet which de- . 
posited the comparatively recent Iowan drift, the carved surface 
of the oHi Kansan till, outside the border of the Iowan ice, 'was 
eovered with a thin veneer of the fine da;y called loess. This 
kess was moulded over the inequalities of the eroded Kansan 
surface. The deposit was doubtless thicker in some places than 
in others, but, after all, the thickness was practically uniform, 
the variations being no greater than would: be found in Ili mantle 
of snow laid down in comparative quiet upon an uneven surface_ 
And so it was that by the deposition of ihe loess the character-
istics of the old topography were not veiled or obscured to any 
noteworthy e~tent. The hills, and ravines into which the drift 
surface had been ca,rved were not changed, but retained the same 
positions and the same relative heights during and after the pro~ 
cess of loess deposition. It is tnle that some minor features of 
the topography of this region are due to trenches cut in the. reo 
cently deposited loess, but in general the amount of erosion since 
the loess was ll;lid down as a mantle over the trenched surface 
of the Kansan drift is so small as to be scarcely appreciable. 
T'ms fact becomes the more evident w.hf::n the Iowan area is 
studied, for, except in a few very limited portions of the Iowan 
plain where conditions have been unusually favorable to the 
action of· erosive agents, the surface of the younger drift, which . 
in age is contemporaneOlllls with the main body of the loess, re- , 
mains practicalIy as the glaciers left it. Over nearly the entire :' 
extent of' its area, the amount of erosion that too~ place in: the ,. 
surface of the Iowan drift between the retreat of the. Iowan ice .; 
and the occupation and cultivation of ·the ~rritory: by the white : 
man, would have to be expressed by zero. Exeept 'in a .very. few ' 
unimportant details, therefore, the topogra:.phy of the Loess-Kan- ' 
san region is not due to erosion of the loess, but is controlled by ' 
surface forms which had been developed long heforeany loess 
wasdepdsited. : Ml d~p cuts, for roads or railways or for what- -
ever. purpoSe ·made, 'in Loess-Kan.san areas of: Iowa" whether in . 
Howard .'cOUnty ~r in other portions or the state, shoWi that the ,' 
prn~:Qt...1.~. ~ia~~.is,. ~~s;entially parallel with the old eroded ' 
surface of the Kansan till. The reader will pardon the apparently 
un:necessal-y':·teit~rati6n inv~1Yed !n the statement that all field 
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evidepce is oyerwh.elmingly ill favor .of t)1e view that the. toWg-
raphy of Loess-Kansan ar:eas, such topography as is shown in 
figure 1, is fundamentally pre-Ioessia1. Tfte loe.s8 never filled 
the valleys and trenches and levelled. up the surface as some have 
supposed. Its thickness and r~lations to the surface have never 
been very different from what they are today. 
Over the greater part of the Loess-Kansan area of Howard 
county, the surface forms have been developed by erosion of a. 
sheet of drift. A marked departure from the type of topography 
generally prevailing in the region is found in the chaJ'Dlingly 
picturesque valley of the Upper Iowa, or Oneota river. This 
valley is a deep trench cut into the indurated rocks (Figs.·2 and 
3). Th.e rock-cut gorge is in places comparatively nlt,rrow, its 
depth ranges from 75 to 125 feet, the walls are steep, it resembles 
in some of its characteristics the valleys of the Driftless Area .. 
As to age, the topography of the greater part of the northeastern 
division of Howard county is post-Kansa.n, having been chiefly 
developed, as already noted, by erosion of the drift surfacE! dur-
ing the long intervals between the retreat of the Kansan ice and 
, . 
FI«.2. View 1n t)le valley of th~ UPWr Iowa, 'or Oneota liver, in the northeast quarter of section 
: ." .' . '. 'il, Albion towilship. . .....,. '. ' . 
• 
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FIG. a. The rock·walled gorge of the river in the southeast quarter of section 12, Albion 
township. 
the deposition of the loess. 'On the other hand the rock-cut val-
ley of the Oneota is much older than the Kansan, it is evidently 
preglacial. There are no indications that this part of Iowa was 
ever occupied by the ancient ice sheet that, over the major por-
tion of the state, preceded the Kansan; but that the valley was 
deep and open as it is today when the ice of the Kansan stage 
was melting is attested by terraces of rUf;ty 'Buchanan gravel at 
various points along the stream. A concrete illustration of these 
old gravels, deposited by floods from the melting Kansan ice and 
rising but little above the level of the water in the present chan-
nel, is found south of the bridge at ]'loreuceville, near the midale 
of section 10, Albion township. The margin of the valley rises 
to an altitude of about 100 feet above the surface of the terrace. 
It is in sections 11 and 12 of this township that the most pictur-
esque features of the Oneota valley, features most nearly allied 
to those' which characterize the Driftless 'Area, are developed. 
Topography of a inixed type, partly , p~~gl!j-cial ,arid in part 
due to erosion of Kansan drift, bcCufs~}p: .~p,~ .~9iitli ):l~~f ,o;tj~S~· 
tlon.s 11 and 12, and in sections .13, ,~W. :;1·3 ;;m:rgt~::: ~I~ion tb'w:ll- ', 
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ship. Thesa:¢e type, indeed, occurs in 3mall areas on both sides I 
of the nver as far w,est as section 10, Forest City township. The '; 
sutface in these 'localities is quite generally covered' with Kan. ; 
san drift, but the drift is so thin and so meager that the preseut : 
topography is largely ,controlled by the erosiO'l1 which , had taken ' 
place in the preglacial rock surface, ' : 
The Topogra;phy of the Iowan ' Area.-'Phe Iowan area em- : 
braces much the larger part of Howard county. "There was t1 ; 
time, however, when the whole COUllty, and practically the whole 
surface of Iowa, presented an appearance topogTaphically like ' 
the northeastern part of Albion township. The period during 
which the surface of the old Kansan drift was carved and sculp-
tui-ed by agents of erosion was of unknown'duration, but roani- ; 
festly it was very long as compared with all post-glacial time. ; 
At a date very recent compared with the age of the Kansan drift, : 
glacial conditions recurted; a new ice sheet, coming from the ' 
northwest, flowed over the eroded Kansan sUl'face, obliterating 
the old erosional topography as far as it went, and leaving the 
surface, when the ice melted, in the form of a gently undulating-
plain. OonstfJlctive work of glacial ice in spreading out and 
piling up morainal detritus wa.'3 the potent factor in dev~loping 
the resulting to£.ography. Erosion Wa.3i in no way conce.rned. 
Erosion has not effected an~ g~neral modification of the surface 
since the glacial ice disappeared from the region. 
The ice sheet which, in this part of Iowa, followed the Kan-
san and modified the surface of the older drift, was the Iowan, 
Iowan glaciers covered all of HoW'ard county except the few 
square miles oj) the Loess-Kansan area already described. The 
Iowan ice advanced to what is now the , boundary line between 
the two topographic areas of the county and there stopped. On 
one side of that line the topography is old, on the other side it is 
young. Along the boundary line there is usually a great thick-
ening of the loess; and as ordinarily seen from the Iowan plain 
the 'margin is marked by a series of hills which, from a distance, 
present the appearance of a ,terminal moraine (Fig . . 4). From 
the summit of the margibal ridges the observer looks in one , 
difEiotion ,upon a tutn"UlttiO'llS ,series of, erosiQnaJly developed and 
well rounded hills and ridges (Fig. 1); in the other direction 
.. 
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FIG. 4. Hills of thickened loess, like mor .. lnal ridges, along the border of the Iowan plain, in the 
southern part of section 26, Albion township. 
the landscape is anuneroded plain stretching away to an unin-
terrupted horizon, as level as a sea (Fig. 5). 
FIG. 5. 'Iowan . plain In section 7. Oak Dale township, spre&dhlg aWILY. to t.he. horiron; aiI, lllve\. 
as a sea. 
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'Thtdypical characteristics of ·the Iowan plain are best illu3-
trated on the broad, flat divides between the drainage courses. 
The region having 'its center at the southeast corner of Saratoga . 
township, may. be cited as a concrete example of the ideal Iowan 
plain. But all portions of the county lying southwest of the 
Iowan-Looss boundary, and nort immediately adjacent to streams, 
present essentially the type of topography illustrated in figure 
5. The surface is everywhere a plain, diversified with long, low, 
sweeping undulations. Such inequalitieo arid irregularities 3S 
are present are due to the manner in which the drift material 
was arranged by the action of the Iowan glaciers, and not to . 
ap.y subs~quent carving or shaping by drainage waters. Drain-
age is as yet very imperfectly developed. There ar~ ·no definite 
drainage channels in these inter-stream areas~ The storm waters 
simply flow off along the broad, shallow, coneuve sags which ' 
gradually blend into the gentle swells of low, flat eminences rep· 
resenting the higher and more perfectly arained portions of the 
. surface. 
The streaniSof the Iowan a.rea, in the western three-fourths 
of the county, flow in shallow' depressions broadly concave from 
side to side, the margins 'of the depressions blending impercep-
tibly into ' the general Iowan plain. This is' the condition pre·· 
sented by the Wapsipinicon and Little Wapsipinicoil in Afton 
township, and by Crane creek in Saratoga, Howard and Paris 
tp,wnships. These valleys are all, in a sense, remnants · of a pre-
Iowan, even of a pre-Kansan, topography which has been modi-
fied by deposits of drift. The streams are following ancient val-
leys which are almost completely filled. Along all these streame; 
there are beds of, ferruginolU!S, highly oxidized Buchanan gravels 
which show that here were drainage courses when the Kansan 
ibEi was melting. The gravels rest on Kansan drift with whieh 
tpe 'old valleys, proba'bly . preglacial, were partly filled, a:nd are 
in turn overlain by Iowan drift. 'Phe gracefully curving sur· 
(aces of valleys, and uplands are. sprinkled with Iowan bowlders. 
The Upper Iowa, or Oneo~ river, ' above Chester, occupies a 
broad-bQttomed1_ .impe~fectly drain~i}. valley which ·. is ~o:Qlewhat 
sbarply ':ie"t off froIll ' the adjoiningn.-plands by ';~ low rerrace Of 
BuchaiiaJi gravels. , The old preglacial vaU~y which was followed 
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by, ,~e ,post-:Kan~an 5irainage and is ;till followed by a post-, 
Iowan stream, was not SQ cQmpletely filled with the drift c.f the 
tWQ recGgnized ice jnvasions as were s.ome of the .other preglacial 
v?J,leys .of the cou~ty. B.oth .of the known drift sheets .of this 
territory becQme much attenuated toward their margins, in the 
directi.on .of the Driftless Area~ BOoth are exreedingly variable 
with resp€ct tG the am.ount .of material deposited in different 
lGcalities. In some places the I\ansan drift i::; thicker than tho 
Iowan. In .other places the reverse is true. 
AI.ong the Turkey river in the eastern part .of the Iowan area, 
there is a regiGn of very thin drift, and the .old preglacial t.oPog-
raphy expresses itself in spite of the fact that; twice at least, 
the surface had been , overflowed by glacial ice. Begi'nning at 
Vern.on Springs, the valley .of the Turkey river is a deep, rock-
cut gorge .of the preglacial type, excavated in Dev.onian lime-
stones. There is 'a small amount .of drift .over the hills; .but the 
indurated rocks crop Gut;in many places, and the surface .of thG 
hill sl.op€s is strewn with unt.rans.ported fragments .of native 
limestone (Fig. 6). A few bowlder!;' .of both Kansan and I.owap 
, FI~. 6. Regi~ii ' or 'thin drift at Verno'; Sprln~. " T!l~ t\>?<>graphy Is p~egl",,!al, the r""its ..;.,; but 
partially concealed;, , .. ria bloc.1ts ,of the native UniestQl1e a1ie scattered over the hIlhloJl!lS. 
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types may ·he · recognied amongst the loose surficial materials,. ' 
From CreSco south to the north line of section 35, Vernon Spring~ 
township, the ' country is a typical Iowan plain. South of the 
point named the region becomes. hilly; the IOowan drift thins' out; 
knobs of thoroughly axidized Buchanan gravel of Kansan age 
appear, even on the uplands; and the surface, carved into ' 
rounded rocky prominences, descends to the river valley which, . 
at New Oregon, is mOore than 100 feet deep measured from the 
upland plain. The village of New Oregon is huilt on a terrace 
of old rusty Buchanan gravel; the structure of which is well 
shown a short distance west of the north end of the bridge. The 
gravel terrace shows that the valley, with practically its present 
depth, served as a drainage course to carry off the waters from 
the melting Kansan ice. That it served the same purpose when, 
later, the Iowan ice was retreating is attested '/).y. fresh stratified 
'sands on land· of W. H. Patterson, in the east half of the south· 
west 1,4 of section 34, Vernon Springs township. The hilly a:rea 
dominated by preglacial topography embraoos a zone a mile or 
more in width on each side of the rrurkey river, from Vernon 
Springs to the east line of th~ county. 
Another region of unuslUal topography embraced in the 
Iowan area, occurs north of the road leading through the middle 
of sections 22, 23 and 24, Forest C'ity township. This . locality 
is within a: short distance of the Iowan margin. Both drifts here 
are thin, and numerous stony knobs or low tors project above 
the general surface. The land is hilly as eompared with the ordi-
nary Iowan plain, and furnishes another ('xample of topography 
controlled by preglacial erosion of the indurated rocks. 
DRAINAGE. 
The drainage of Howard county follows courses which were 
determined to a large extent in preglacial time. In . places the 
ancient valley~ were only partially filled with drift. In other : 
places · they may have been completely filled,but ' the settling of : 
the loose detqtus gave rise to depressions along which. the. latel' : 
streams established ', themselv.es. The .U p~r Io:wa,'··Qr., 'Oneo.ta I 
river, is the most important stream in the county; it has its rise 
in the Iowall. drift plain of Mower. county, ,Minnesota, 'en~rs 
• 
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, Howard near the northeast corner of· Oak Dale t~wnship, takes 
an UIliU!Sual course for Iowa streams, nearly due east, and follows 
a valley characterized by entrenched meanders which are best 
developed east of the Iowan boundary at Foreston. All the 
northern townships of Howard county are drained by the Upper 
Iowa. The tributaries of this stream are, however, few and un-
important. ' In Albion township, where the valley is cut deeply 
into the rocks, the river is fed by numerous springs which rep-
resent rather shallow underground drainage. The sources of 
the T'urkey river are found in the ill drained ilepressions of 'the 
Iowan plain in Howard Center and Paris townships. There are 
no well defined drainage channels about the headwaters of the 
several branches or this stream. The run-off simply follows the 
broad, shallow stLgs which were left in the surface by the melting 
ice of the Iowan glaciers. ' Below Vernon Springs th~ valley of 
the Turkey takes on preglacial characters similar to those seen 
in the Upper Iowa. valley in Albion township. The more typical 
Iowan area which occupies the soUthwestern half of the county, 
is drained by Crane creek and the branches of the Wapsipinicon. 
Nearly all the streams of this ;:trea have their origin within the ' 
limits of the county, and they are practically branchless, so far 
as development of definite tributary channels is concerned. Broad 
"sloughs," in place of eroded creek beds, serve, to colle~t the 
waters from the adjaeent slopes. While the drainage courses 
seem to have been determined by the position of preglacial val-
leys, the streams ,of the southwestern part of Howard county 
have accomplished very little in the way of erosion. They, have 
neither valleys nor flooded plains in the ordinary sense. They 
run in simple shallow trenches cut only a few feet below the level 
of the surface on which they began to flow after the withdrawal 
of the Iowan ice. 
STRATIGRAPHY. 
General Description. 
The geological formations exposed in Howard county are not 
very numerous. The Ordovician and Devonian systems are rep-
resented in the indurated 'rocks, and two divisions' of th~ Glacial 
serie~the ' Kansan :and the Iowan-are :recognizabl~ in , the fJUT-
It 
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ficial or Pleistocene deposits. The country rock is completely 
hidden from view by deep accumulations of glacial drift, over 
approximately nine-tenths of the area of the county. There are 
a few points, principally in the northeastern townships, where 
the rock comes to the , surface in the general uplands, but it is 
along stream courses that exposures chiefly occur. The best 
natural sections are seen in the vaney of the Upper Iowa or 'One-
ota, in the Loess-Kansan area east of Foreston. Sections of 
seventy-five or eighty feet in height occur in sheer cliffs at a few 
points along- the river, and others of less range are not uncom-
mon. There are also some satisfactory l:'ectio11s along theT'ur-
key river, east of Vern()n Springs. In other parts of the county 
rock exposures are few in IlIUlIIJ:ber, of very limited range, and 
usually far apart, and so the correhi.tion of ' the outcrops and the 
arrangement of them in a definite section are matters ' of great 
difficulty. This difficulty, so far as concerns the Devonian, is 
heightened by the fact that the beds haY<.1 been altered ' by dolo -
mitization. In the process of alteration the fossils were reduced 
to imperfect casts or' were entirely obliterated, and so the aid 
that paleonto,logy might render in correlating outcrops is ' not 
always ' available. -
The overlap of the Devonian on the Maquoketa is ' one 6f the 
remarkable features of the stratigraphy of this part of Iowa. 
The Niagara limestone, which elsewhere intervenes' between the 
formations named, is here absent, and both the Devonian ahd 
the Maquoketa of the region differ lithologically from outcrops 
of Corresponding age at the localities where the formatic,ns are 
typically developed and hiwe been most e.arefully studied. . The 
Devonian is so largely dolomitio that some portions of it resem-
ble certain phases of the Niagara. The Maquoketa is more cal-
careous than at the well known outcrops in Dubuque comity; 
soOme of it is even dolomitic and might 'be mistaken for the Ga-
lena limestone, while other parts are more like the non-dolomi-
tized Trenton. The phase of the Devonian which rests on the 
Maquoketa is not the lowest Devonian of othe.r parts of Iowa, 
but it'is made up of beds Cl:l,rryingl Productella subalata Hall, and 
Hpiiifer pervnatUs OWen, f()ssils which indicate a: h()nz()n near the 
top of !th,e Wapsipinicon stage. The 'relations of the ,strata, sug-
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gest that, on acCount of local subsj.dence after the beginning of 
the Devonian, the shore line was slowly carried eastward during 
the time represented by the Coggan, Otis" Independence and 
Lower Davenport beds, as these are described by Norton in the 
reports on Linn and Scott counties. Tha greatest eastward ex-
tension of the Devonian sea occurred during the Upper Daven-
port age, when beds containing the fauna represented by Produc- · 
tella subalata and Spirife,r pennatu8 were laid directly upon Ma-
quoketa or Hudson River deposits containing Leptaena unicos-
tata, Ple'ctambonites sericea, Orthis testudinaria and Orthis kan-
kakensis. 
The study of the Niagara limestone :n counties south('ast of 
the areaJ we are considering~in]'ayette, Delaware and Buchan-
an-shows a decided tendency on the part of this' formation to 
become thinner toward the northwest. It may be possible; there-
fore, that no Niagara was ever deposited as far north as Howard 
county. On the other hand there is a possibility that the Niagara 
is present · in its propel' position underneath the later deposits, 
some distance west of the overlapping pdge of the Devonian. 
Owing to the dolomitization of both formations, the Devonian and 
the Niagara, in the northern part of the state, cannot be differ-
entiated in the ordinary borings from wells; but the combined 
thickness of the beds above the Maquoketa in wells begun ' in 
Devonian limestones at Waverly; Sumner, J!-'rederika and Osage, 
is so small as to indicate the actual thinning and practical dis-
appearance of the Niagara in this direction. 
The following table shows the stratigraphi'3 'l'elations of the 
geological formations reco,gnized in Howard county: 
GROUP. SYSTEM. SERIES. STAGE. 
Recent . A1Juvial. 
Cenozoic . Pleistocene . Iowan 
Glacial. Kansan. 
Devonian . Middle Devonian . Cedar Valley. 
Paleozoic. Wapsipinicon. 
Ordovician. Trenton. 
Maquoketa. 
, Galena·'I'rento.n " ., . 
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Ordovician -System. 
GALENA- TRENTON. 
The Galena-Trenton is the io.west of the geo.logical fo.rmatio.ns 
exposed in Howard cqu.nty. It is seen in various expo.sures 
.along 'the river valley in Albio.n township, from Florenceville 
eastward. A short distance abo.ve Flo.renceville the Tr~nton dis .. 
appears oone!lJth the level of the botto.m of the valley, passing 
under thin-bedded, calcareous sh8Jes and shaly limesto.nes be- . 
longing to. the stage of the Lower Maquoketa. There is a gen-
eral discussion of the Galena-Trenton in the chapter o.n the 
Geolo.gy of Dubuque county, in volume X of the present series 
of reports. In that discussion it is shown that the dolomitic 
phase of the formation, which has been oalled the Galeu!lJ lime-
stone, is!lJ local characteristic which is oost developed in Dubuque 
county and becomes . less and lcs's marked toword the no.rth, and 
that no.n-dolomitized beds in the northern counties, which a:re 
the exMt equivalent of dolo.rmitized Galell!lJ, have usually been re-
ferred to as Trenton limestone. Certain persistent life ,zones 
were recognized in the pubuque county report, among which the 
zo.ne of Receptaculites oweni, and a zone containing a number of 
species of large gastro.pods are amo.ng the mo.st prominent.· The 
place of the Receptaculites zone is about sixty feet below the top 
o£ the form!lJtio.n,and the gastropod zone lies a few feet lower. 
In Howard county it is the upper part of the Galena-Trenton, 
beginning a short distance below the gastropod zo.ne, that is rep-
resented in the cliffs along the Upper Io.wa river. Rising ver-
tically from the water at ,a number of points on the stream in the 
east half of, section 12, Albion township, are sheer precipices of 
Trenton limesto.ne, s,ixty to' eighty feet in height; and fro.m twelve 
to. fifteen feet above the base o.f the scarps the characteristic 
~pecies of the gastro.pod zone o.ccur. The rock is gray o.r drab 
in colo.r, rather fine-grained, somewhat magnasian but not dolo-
mitic. It lies mostly in thill beds, though some layers near the 
fo.ot of the exposed sectio.ns are eighteen inches in thickness. 
The fine cliffs (Fig. 7) in the northeast % of the southeast 14 
o.:Il section 12, shoWi at their base the lowest beds of the formatio.n 
"Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. X, p. 409, and Nos. Sand 9, Plate 4, opposite p, 410. Des MOines, 1900. 
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FIG. 7. Cllifs of Trenton limestone in the northeast quarter of the southeast qnarter of section 
12, Albion township. The layers at the base of t,he cliff are the lowest beds exposed in the 
county. 
to be seen within the COjUIIlty. There are somewhat similar cliffs 
(Fig. 8) in the northeast 1;4 of the southeast 1A of section ·11. 
The gastropod zone is here at the foot of the precipice, and Re-
e.eptaculites occurs about twenty feet above the level of the water. 
The face of the cliff is seventy feet in height, and the height 
above low water in the stream is about eighty feet. To the right 
of the cliff is the mouth of a small, steep ravine in which the sue-
'e.essive beds may be studied mOre successfully than in the cliff 
itself. The stone is rather fine-grained and grayish toward the 
base, but about the middle of the section it occurs in heavier, 
coarser layers which are more magnesian, and in their general 
characteristics show a closer approximation to the Galena ty~ 
of the formation. ' Judging from the position of the Receptacu-
lites zone, the top of the cliff should correspond very nearly with 
the top of the Galena-Trenton, and this view is arupported by 
facts observed on the receding hill side It little higher up. For 
4 GRep 
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FIG. 8. CUffs of Trenton in the northeast quarter of the €outheast quarter of section 11, .Albion 
township. 
some d'iiltanoo back from the brow of the cliff the ground rises 
in a gentle slope which is covered with glacial material of Kan · 
san age, but at an ·altitude of twenty feet above the base of the 
slope there are some beds of fine-grained, calcareouB shales be· 
longing to the Maquoketa. Fifteen foot higher there are beds 
of. more typical Maquoketa with Leptaena unicostata and Plect-
ambonites sericea. 
The upper portion of the Galena-Trenton is exposed at the 
mill at Florenooville. Just below the mill the stone has heed 
quarried to some extent. It shows the following section: 
FEET. 
2. Irregularly bedded, tine grained, fossiliferous limestone 
with shaly partings; some of the layers represented 
by detached nodules and irregular lenticular slabs 
of limestone embedded in shale. . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . 10 
1. Regularly btdde.d stone in layers a foot · or more in 
thickness , without shaly partings, rather coarse-
grained, beds cut by detinite joints, joint faces 
', pitted !lnd roughened by ·weathering . ..... .... .... .8 ·. 
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. ,No . . 1 of ,this section furnishes a durable "l;milding ' stone well 
suited for use in the roru,gh, substantial grades of masonry. The 
rock is quite magnesian, semi-crystalline"but is nota true dolO-
mite. This member is the equivalent of the coarser beds obse"ed 
above the middle of the cliff in section 11 (Fig. 8). Excepting 
some stem segments of crinoids, no fossils were seen in it at this 
point. A short distance above Florenceville, a, few rods north 
of the old 'mill in Granger, Minnesota, there is, an expos'u~e of 
beds equivalent to No.2 of the foregoing section; while less than 
100 yards farther north, t.he heavy quarry beds of No~1 are 
seen in place. A large Orthoceras, the Cameroceras proteiforme; 
Hall, occurs in the quaITy beds. The shaly partings of the over-
lying beds-the equivalents of No.2-furnish quite a number 
. of fossii '; peCies,., :~o~g ~hich ' we~~- noted : a . s~ah " sPecie~ , :~ 
Prasopora, L~ngula philomeld.~ Plectambonites sericea ,represent-
ed by a number Of very , small indiViduals, Leptaena c1/;arloJt4e 
: and Orthis testudinaria. ' The: upper part of the 'Granger exp'@l 
ure is not represented at Florenceville. It is mote shaly than the-
. '.!' 
19wer, and some of the thin oops of limestone furnish slIU\-\l 
specimens' of Rafinesqwina alternata Conrad, and I sotelus' ioweti-
sis Owen. The great 'amount of shale alternating with thi~" 
sometimes nodular, beds of limestone indicates that the condi-
tions at the close of the Galen~Trenton in this locality, wei.e-
similar in one respect at least to those which marked the clo$e' 
of the same stage in Dubuque county. The diminished thiekne~s 
of the calcareous layers and the increased thickness of the: shall 
partings near the top of the Galena-Trenton, are noted at page 
430 and elsewhere in volume X of these reports. , 
The Galen~Trenton was · not seen in Howard county at ru:w-
points outside of the immediate valley of the Upper Iowa, or 
Onoota river. There is, however, a \very interesting orutcrop :~ 
rod or two east of the county line, opposite the southeast corn~r­
of section 13, Albion t.ownship. The point in question is in ilie 
valley of Nichols creek and the river is in fact less than one-fourth 
, of a mile away. The interest attaching to this exposure arises 
from the fact that the beds exhibit perfectly the charactetistics 
~f the Galena limestone~ They are buff, granular, ' vesicular, 
crysj;alline,dolomitic, massive, ranging up to sii f~ in thickn:~s. 
, , .' "," : I 
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(Fig. 9). The characteristics are unusual in thi's part of the state 
and help to emphasize the fact that dolomitization 'has no forma-
tional signifiCance but ~ay be a purely local phenomenon of very 
limited extent. 
MAQUOKETA OR HUDSON RIVER, 
, The transition from the Galena-Trenton to the Maquoketa in 
Howard county is not as abI1upt as it is in Dubuque. There are 
,here shales alternating with thin beds of limestone in the upper 
part of the Galena-Trenton, and soft clay shales alternate with 
thin indurated layers of calcareo-magnesian !:ihale, at the, base 
FIG, 9, Typical Galena phase of thp. Galena-Trenton opposite the southeast corner of section 18, 
, Albion townsWp, 
,of the Maquoketa. Some of the beds of harder shale in the Ma-
: ,quoketa would rank as argillaceous limestone. The lithological 
, differences between the top of the , Trenton and the base ofi the 
THE MAQUOKETA . FORMATION •. 
Maquoketa a,re simply differences in the. ebal'acteristics of the 
more indurated beds. In the Maquoketa the stony layers are 
lighter . colored, softer, more granular, much more earthy and 
argil.laceous than those of the upper part of ,the Galena-Trenton. 
The calcareo-magnesian beds of the Maquoketa, however, ar~ 
counted of S'Ulfficient value to be quarried for building stone, one 
of the quarries so operated being locatad on the north side 0 f 
the river in the southwest 14 of section S, Albion township (Fig . . 
10). The river flows north through the western part ()f the llQrth-
east 14 of sect:ion 9, less than haH a mile west of Florenceviller 
and on the east side of the stream rises a vertical cliff of more 
or less indurated shales' of the Maquoketa stagE:', sixty to seventy 
FIG, 10. ExpolUre of Maquoketa shal!l3 In the southwe3t quarter of section 8, Albion township. 
feet in height. This is the best single section of the formation 
in the county. Cliffs showing beds of the same type, but dimin-
ishing in height as thefonnation is traced up the stream, occur 
. fl't intervals almost. to Foreshm. In the western part of ' SectiQI~ 
7;i::Albion ,township; ' i:md"the easterifpart' of 12, li'orest 'City to~:. 
ship/the rivedl.ows betWeEfu 'bhiffs in whieh :the Maquoketa' beds 
rise in verticah:lxpOsures to a height Of forty, feet ' 'above, the 
water. ' ' The uppet 'parts; of the bluffs in ihis -locality are e¥ery~ 
whel'e :"coniposed ;of Devonian dolomite. ' '.rhe Maquoketa finally 
-disappears beneath Devonian, in the' bottom of the ri:vei valley, 
()ne-half 'mile east of Foreston.' ,. I ' ( 0, 
" 'the g~nera( cliaracteristiGs' of fue Maquoketa 'or Hrtdson Riv~r 
f~'rmat'io~, 'lis 'seEm 'in fue;vali~y' abov~<Florencieville, ar~ 'well illtis~ 
t~ated , at ,the quarry in the north bank' oObe s~am in the north~ 
~as~, ~ of section 8. ' .Figure 10 shows the ' relative thiclrnesses :of 
the harde'r and ' more ' stony layers coinparea; with the soft~ slialy 
il?'lirti,ngs. , The beds that are sought for building stone rarely 
~iceed four i,;Q.~hes iIi 'tihi~kpes~ . ' ,The interveni)lg seams of shale 
~r,e equal~i ,~ " thi~~ .. :;AIIJ,h~:~,e,9.S yield ' readily, to. the weather; 
,.a;nd the cliff face breaks qo'wn.'rapidly: ,All the surfaces which 
'have': been exposed to 'tl:i.e air. fof ' alny length of ti~e, are bleachecl 
to a light gray: ' Fossil.s are notve.ryconiinoi1; It 'is 'true,that. 
some of the beds are orowded ' with the comminuted ' stipes ,of 
graptolites in such conqition tha~ "r).either., g~ner,a , nor species caq 
be recognized. Occasionally, however; there are perfect llldivid-
u'als which indicate the prese'i::lce ' of' such common Hudson Rive~ 
types as Diplograptus pristis, ~ipl99r:aJptus Ij'~ttillus and DiplQ~ 
graptus quadrimucronatus,'" Ther: second S':Pecl~S is included on 
the o~mqlOrity of the Geology"ol'Minne,sota, Vol. III, Pafl;l, pl 
" '. • I'+- . I 8,2. Other fossil fon;ns oc.ffiJ;rring sp~ringly are Plectamb'onites 
$p;ic~a, small ' fofih~ot :Rq,fi'f!£S:quifna aiternata, Orth:is' testUdi} 
:'uiria" I sotel:!!s gigaSaID,d' tbe rathe;r shOi1J a~Q broa~r ',trlfobite 
. ,~, Ii! . . " j , I . t: ·1 ~ .. . , r w~th rQunded 'ceph!llltn' ~M' pygidJwn which CI~t~e has descJ;"ibeq 
1#' :the 'Q~~1()gy :of ~{F'~:?t~~Y~l. · III;: part II;:~~s ~§~o:t,~i~ tS~~~ll 
; :. ,~~i'I801~IU§;i ,u8ae Whlt!leld SP;;"ies, Ge~Mgy of . Wisc".nsln~ v~'t :IV, p, ~s6, .4s a v~~ diffe~. 
,ent,form from the on" referred QYvClarke,tp,tlifs "JlOOiJ!s, aller~· ltlofe conv.ex. thlokera 
,front than' po t eriorly. with the-anterior ,t>art 'Dt~the J:\~B4. th'a&"ear ,h. fro'1t~argl 
lthe'9urfll.ce,e r-tbe.g1abeJ.l':.stti.Hds nea"ly at ' riglit 'a,,,,Iii§.t:<O _ ' lan&,ot.,1iM\"body..-'cllar ' 
~~'!!I~~~i;::I:lra~~~~th~~ ~lh~t~el~~crisgfir:u~ell:J~~ 1ge'5~:~~ed btch:rIfe~iu8ri~i~~~ler~~~ 
limh of the ~labella Is much narrower in proportion to its length, IIt ·the collecti6ns of t,he Unl' 
varsity at Iowa. CHy. there are three specimens of Whitfield's and Calvin's Asaphu8 ~!$otelus) 
'S~8t:; ~h~~ ~!lg~~~~bv~~nX:t~~~ci ~~t t~ee'~:~uaJfr!t~~)hH~d$,~ ·m~~~f st~y:~~~a-th~~~!~~ 
.collections fhere are t·hree specimens of the very different form r e erred. to Isolelus ,\8wae 1p. 
volume IUof the Minnesota Survey, which are from outcrop.' of the Maquoketa shales ' on the 
river above Florenceville If this broad, short, fiat soecies of trilobite, so w ell ft~"ed ~nd 
described by Clarke in the Geology of Minnesota, vo~, lll', Part ll, p : ,7(18; requites a dht.lnctlve 
fo~~. ft}naY ,b~ cal1~ ~s~~~l~s f!:,oTencevi~~t?18i8 in hon or ~f , t.~e sm~ll. vi~l~~;ge I' n~~~ .. whic.~ i~. /;9 . 
:. Distribution;....:.....'t'He,.dis.tiibutioii ' of. the" Maquoketa of: HUdson. 
River ' deposits 'is not limit.ed; as is 'the case ' '\Viththe·;Galen8'r . 
Trenton, to .the walls of:the 'llnmediate valley· of th~ ; Uppeilowa 
river. A broad tonglie- : ,of:: Maqu.oketa crosses the ': CGnnf'y' line, 
from Winneshiek, in sections 13, 24 and, '25, and extends;)lp . the 
valley _of Nichols' creek and its tributaries 10 ~e.ar the' wes~ : line ' 
of ·section22. ·There is anotJ:ter tongue. of Maquoketajbut :smllller 
than . the preceding; projectirig ' into seetions 12 and- 13,.' Vernoll. 
Springs township.: The Maquoketa comes very near. the .county, 
ifitdooSi not quite enter H"in the vaney. of the Turkey fiYer. ,: At 
the bridge over this stream: on the. e<mrity line, there are 'eXp,osnreil' 
0;£ · the, Productella.' beds of the Devonian; and the. Devonian' .is 
continued down to the level of the water; but less than one-half. 
mile east of the county line the M'aquo~eta rises fifteen 'or twenty 
feet above the bottom of the river channel, and so it · is· fairly 
probable that the formation woruld be found beneath. the water 
in the stream and the soils in the bottom of the valley, in sections , 
1 and 12, New Oregon township . 
. Typical Exposures.-The lower part of: the Maquoketa: in 
Howard county, for a thickness
' 
of about 60 feet, is composed ' of 
the thin, indurated, calcareo-magnesian beds with alternating 
shaly partings·, illustrated at the quarry in section 8, Albion town-
ship. Near the top the formation varies greatly, and the character-
isticS 'of the same horizon .are quite different in different ' local-
ities. The details of the upper part of the formation' are best 
studied outside the limits' of Howard, jn Winneshiek ' countyz 
for the reason that tHe greater number of exposures ,found here 
afford better opportunities for observation. For exaniple, ':1, ' 
section embracing the ' upper forty feet of the formatioIl! ' is . seen 
along the south line of section 16; Lincoln township in -Winn-e> 
sniek. . 'In- part the-rock of 'this ' section is a magnesian' sha.le, and 
in: . pa,rt it is a crysta.lline dolomite ' resembling the Galena ' liinF 
storie' at DUbuque: : The fossils ' recognized here are 'LingUla; a-
fra~ent too ' imperfect to, be 'identlfiecl specifically" Leptaenu 
1.inicosta.ta~ Plectivmbonites s~ricea, Orthi8' testudirlana and' Orlhi:~' 
k<drb!cake~ . .. The lociil!tY is es~cianyintere~ting for 'the reason 
that , the grohndrises ' gradually , toward the' east, ' and~ near-the-
southeast cohe~ o,f tb~sectiori ~'Utmed ' the~a~' doIomitiied 'boos ' 
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containing Devonian types O'f, Stropheodoota, Pi'oductell:lJ, Atrypa 
ap.d Spirifero The locality is especially interesting as showing. 
very clearly the absence of the Niagara limestone and the super-
position of the Devoniap on the Maquoketa" 
Along the county line road, O'n the east side of sectiO'n 13, Vernon 
Springs tO'wnship, the hill slope leading ~rom the south intO' the 
vaUey of Silver creek shO'ws', at the top, the Productella 'beds of the 
Devonian, be>neath which there are light yenow magnesian shales 
and; harder layers O'f g.ranular dO'lomite belO'nging to the Maquo. 
keta. The shaly magnesian beds begin, in deE'cending the hill, 
between twenty-five and fthirty feet abov." the Jevel of the small 
valley. Diligent search failed to' reveal ,my fossils in them, but 
their relations to other recognizable horiwns in the Maquokeht 
leave little doubt that they represent the transition beds at the 
tO'P of the formation, described in the reports on the counties of 
Delaware and Dubuque. On the north 8ide of Silver creek the 
DevO'nian, with its usual Productellas and . Spirifer:s, begins not 
more than ten feet above the floor of, t.he valley, and: there is no 
trace of the light colored magnesian Maquokew. Here are indi-
cations of, an unconformity. The creek valley widens rapidly in 
Winneshiek county, and ·in its floor and sides are many inter-
esting exposures of Maquoketa, some of which are within a few 
feet of overlying Devonian. A short distance ('aRt of the SO'uth-
west corner of section 16, New Orlean" township, there is an 
outcrop of nO'n-dolomitized limestone ~rowdedi with Plectambo-
nites ser·icea and other Ordovician s'pecies'. This' outcrop recalls 
the crowdoo . fossiliferous slabs of limestone so common every-
where in the upper part of the Maquoketa, a few feet below the 
transition beds, in Dubuque county. Thin layers of limestone 
similady charged with the common Plectambonites occur at 
various points in sections 13, 14, 23, 24 and 25, Albion township. 
An outcrop of upper Maquoketa along the north line of the north~ 
cast 1,4 O'f section 8, has nunrerous individuals O'f Str'eptelas.ma 
corniculwm associated. with the Plectambonites. The most inter-
esting assemblage of fossils OCCllI'S in wh;:tt are practically tho 
verywppermost beds of the Maqnoketa, on the east line of the 
southeast % of section 25. At this point there are the magnesian 
transition t>eds noted in section 13, Vemon Springs township, 
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but assooiated with them are some non-dolomitic layers rich in 
-mell preserved fossils which are identical ~ forID'. size au"d gen-
eral expression with corresponding species 'from the · Cincinnati 
shales of Ohio and Indiana. The Cincinnati types here include 
robust forinS of Rhynchotrema capaa;; Rafinesquina alternata 
and the varietal form, R. na.su:ta. There are other species, such 
as Orthis testudinaria and Plectambonites sericea, which do not 
v-ary in many .other exposures in Iowa frem the forms occurring 
in the Cinoinnati shales'. The fossil bearing layers are pure lime-
stone, some of them being completely crinoidal. 
Correlation (lhll(/, Thickness.-The Maql10keta formation is 
much thinner in Howard county than it is in Dubuque. The 
lower indurated beds with numerous graptolites, exposed in the 
river valley above Flo,renceville, may be correlated with the hard, 
slaty, graptolite-bearing shales which make up t.he Lower Maquo-
keta in Dubuque county. The heavy body of plast.i~ shales which 
compose the greater part of the Upper Maquoketa in the Dubuqu~ 
county report, seems to be absent from Howard! county, the 
upper member of the formation being represented only by the 
calcareous, fossiliferous layers and the magnesian transition beds 
which lie above the plastic clays farther south. The whole thick-
ness of the Maquoketa does not here exeeed 100 feet, while in 
Dubuque county the thickn,ess is fully twice as great. 
Devonian System. 
, 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION , 
, The Devonian rocks of Howard county are all calcareous; all 
are more or less magnesian; the greater portion of the entire 
system wOlUild be classed as impure dolmnite. True shales were 
not observed anywhere. Dolomitization of the Devonian is 
more common in the north€:nl part of the state than at the southern 
outcrops in Johnson, Cedar, Muscatine, and Scott counties, thus 
reversing the rule that has been observed in relation to the dolomi-
tization of the Galena-Trenton. The lowest beds seen in Howard 
county belong to a horizon far about wha,t has been reoognized 
as the base of the Devonian in the southern part of th,e area of 
its distribution. The beds which rest directly on the Maquoketa 
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contain :Sti:0p""eodonta demissd"Oonrad, Productella ' subalata 
Hall, : Atr~/pa; ·reticula!r.is Lin., Atrypw ' asp era Schlot,· Spirifer 
pennatus 'Owen and c"yrlina lIamiltO'l'iensis Han: · The fauna 
indicates a ho·rizon· equivalent to that ' repreStmted ' abornit the 
iniddleOf the quarries at Inde"i'lendence in Buchanan cOunty. In 
this zOhe in Howard county, Productella is ' the : most abundant 
and most characteristic fossil, a.nd it is eonveriiC'ntto 'refe~to the 
horizon as . the Prodtwtella beds. This· zone belohgs'to the: Upper 
Davenportbe"ds of Norton, below which, before reaching the base 
of the Devonian in 'Linn, Cedax and Scott counties', there are the 
divisions of ·the Wapsipinicon' stage whieh have been d~scrib~d 
as Lower Davenport, Independence, Otis ~md Coggan. 
'fhere are here some interesting' and puzzling anomalies in 
the distribution and vertical range of certain species, which are 
deserving of notice. For example the Productella beds have a 
thickness of forty feet,a thickness more than twice as great as 
that of the corresponding beds at Independence. They are over-
lain by fifteen to twenty feet of coa:rse dolomite characterized 
by the in,clusion of large masses of crystalline calcite. In these 
coarse, calcite bearing beds there are occasional casts and impres-
sions of Favosites alpenensis and Acerv1daria davidsoni. These 
corals are in their usual stratigraphic relation to Productella, 
and so far the succession of life zones is in accord with the 
Devonian section in Buchanan county. But in the Salisbury 
quarry at Vernon Springs, twenty feet or more above the top of 
the coarse, coral bearing dqloIQ.ite, there a.re layers only slightly 
. magnesian in which Gypid1tla comis, Atrypa a.spera, and the lenti~ 
cular, ' elongated, finely striated type on Atrypa reticularis, known 
. heretofore only from the horizon of the Independence quarries, 
are ' well preserved. · This particular form of the Atrypa reticu-
laris should. be found below the coral horizon and never above. 
Its place is with Productella. At Independence the Gypidula is 
found; rather sparingly, as high a..<; the beels c.atrying Productella: 
but from Independence to Davenport, Gypidula is more charac-
teristio of the Lower Daveport beds than oil any other 'horizon, 
and yet the LoWer Davenport beds are not even represented in . 
Howard~nty . . These forms ~m to hav~ re-migratedinto this 
" .: ;p' 
' . . 
territary long after they-had~nnane:ritly disapp~aT~d ftc'>IIi 'O'thm; 
:Parts of IO'wa. ' - , ' " 
/, Typiccil EXp'o$ur'e~9.~1, The lowest memberO'f the, Devoniali 
.sectiO'nin Howard CO'Unty; composed 'O'f the PrOductelial,beds, is 
typically exposed at the bridge O'ver the Turkey , river O'n the 
HO'ward~ Winneshiek Callalty line. At the 'level of; the rO'ad, 'at the 
south end O'f the bridge, the deposit is' sO'ft, yellO'w,ea,rth'y dolo! 
niite which is broken intO' irregUlar nodules as a: result O'f weather~ 
ing-. ' The fossils O'ccur ' only as casts or impressions, :but 'it is 
PO'ssible to' recognize .Stropheodonta demissa, P~odiictella' subw.. 
lata; Spirtfer pennatus and 'Cyrtina 7wmilton'ensis. ' Besides 
these- ,there are casts' 'of small undetermined gastropod's and 
jJygidl3; 'O'f Phacops. -It' is about twenty~:five feet from the level 
.of' the bridge dowiltO the 'water in tIle river. The slO'pe is coveroo 
with waste, but 150 yards west of the bridge the wash of a small 
intermittent stream exposes the beds to' the level of the narrO'w 
flood plain; With the exception of one 0'1' two layers that have 
been quarried O'n a small scale, the rock is soft and easily disin-
tegrated into a yellow sand 0'1' marl. The harder layers, which 
o()(;cur abO'ut the middle of the sectiO'n, oontain indistinct impres-
.sions of a small shell like Spirifer ~bumbonus Hall. The ' PrO'-
ductella beds are well shown in the river bluffs at, a number O'r 
points in section 1, New Oregon township. In the northeast 
<l.uarter O'f the sectiO'n there are massive, un decayed ledg-es of the 
Productella horizon, forty feet in thickness. 
; Along the east side ,O'f the northeast % of &'ction 24, VernO'n 
8Plings tO'wnship, there 'are exposures ' of badly brO'k.en and 
weathered limestone, soft aud magnesia'll" but rich in Prod:uotella 
and the forms usually associated with it. ', The full thidkness of 
~p.is part O'f the DevO'nian column, a.1xrot forty feet, is indicated 
by the rather unsatisfactory outcrops on the long sloping hil~­
,g.id~: ', Near the s1iJ;nmitOi the hilrthe next higher member of the 
.i~e~ is seen, bJ'it aft~r ~passiri~ th~ ,~res.t the Pr<1.1~iCtena beds 
t~ppea.r on. the slO'pe4~ending to' the valley of Silver cr~k. 
1'lte~~'beds a.,re again s~~ north O'f the sO'utheastoornet of section 
~' in ~<the same to'wnship: ' In Albion, tow:n.ship the exPosures pf 
tlJe' P,r6du<;ltel1;t ,horizon ':~re 'quite numerous, though they a;c 
~LIi6h"iir't:llinfp"orriin't"'in:tl , rihsattsfa,Ctory:-'''Til 'inenotth~~sf 14' of 
, "t 'i'l , '- ' : ." , ", j ,.' " .'" I ' . ~: " J , J • • , ~ . I • ,.. , . J ; I f"' • ~ . 
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,. 
section 36 a small quarry has been worked at this horizon. T4~ 
• . , j ) •• 
beds are also exposed in th~ northwest 1,4 of section 27, at a point 
one-fourth: of. a mile north of the oonter of 22, ailld at nu~roUs 
other small breaks and outcrops along the Devonian margin, in 
the northern part of the tOwnship. 
The most important exposu!-'e of the Productella beds occurs at 
Foreston, near the northwest corner of section 14, Forest City 
township. As usual in this part of Iowa, the rock is a rough, vesi-
cular dolomite, rather soft and non-crystalline. The bedding 
planes a:re largely obliterated, and the fossiJs (){!cur only as casts. 
The eXJXlsed section is, made up of a number of heavy ledges, all 
very much alike. The beds have been quan'ied quite extensively, 
the massive blooks beingu.sed in the constnlCtion of the mill dam 
a,nd in other structures where weight and strength are the m()sl 
desirable characteristics. Figure 11 is 3. view at the south p,lld 
of the quarry, showing the massive character of the layers and 
the rough, 'vesicular appearance of the freshly broken surfaces. 
At the north end of the quarry the following section was noted: 
FIG. 11. Quarry In the heavy, dolomlt.lzed Producte\1a bf'ds at Forestoll , In Forest City township. 
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5 . DEcayed ledges badly broken . up and .divided jnto 
comparatively small blocks .. ..................... 8 
4 . Coarse, vesicular, undecayed bed, very fossiliferous, 
casts and imprt:ssions of Productella subalata com· 
mon, impressions showing the coarse ribs and 
strong ~pines of Atrypa aspera numerous, pygidium 
of Phacops seen occasionally. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
3. Coarse, pitted laver like No.4, with many casts of 
brachiopods among which Productella is the most 
common . .......... . .. .. . . ........... . ......... .... 4~ 
2. Soft, light yellow bed with casts of Atrypa reiicularis 3 
1. Bed like No . 2, but softer .and more granular, with 
few fossils, mostly Atrypa reiicularis, bed divides 
in places into four parts each about one foot in 
thickness, in places the parts are fused together Gn. 
account of the complete obliteration of the bedding 
planes .. ... . , .. ... .. . . .... . ...... .. ..........•... 4 
There are massive ledges of the PrOductella beds in the steep 
. bluffs facing the river in section 12 of Forest City township and 
section 7 Cif Albion. The iower part of tbe bluffs, for thirty or 
forty feet, is occupied by the upper portion of the Maquoketa. 
formation, the heavy beds of the pevonian appearing in sOOne 
places qrrnite conspicuously abOve the Maquoketa, well up on the· 
stoop hillsides. It is the Productella beds that are seen at the 
level of the water below the mill, at the old town of Lime Sprlngs. 
Abave this pointtbe dip 011 these beds soon (,,arries them below tM 
level of the stream. . 
2, The member of the Devonian series which follows the Pro-
ductella beds in Howard county is the equivalent of the Acervu-
·l(l.ria david8Qni beds of Buchanan county. It is made up of a 
succession of coarse, do,lomitic 'layers ranging from a few inches 
to more than a foot in thickness. A typical expOsure of these 
.layers shown in figu.re 12, occurred on the north side of the stream, 
immediately below the . mill dam, at Venion Springs; and all 
the way to the east line of the county these beds may be seen ill 
,the bluffs of the Tllrkey river, overlying tbe ProdiulCtella horizon. 
As the county line is ·approachfld they are found to occupy it posi-
. tion forty feet or more above the ley-el of. the stream. Lithologic-
ally these beds resemble certain phases of the Niagara limestone 
in Delaware and Dubuque counties, except that, in place of .the 
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chert usually foung in the Niagara, there are large included 
masses of ,calcite. This calcite differs from that which will pre-
sently be described as lining spherical or definitely shaPed cavities 
in beds higher up in the series. The spaces it occupies are shape -
less and irregrwlar and are completely fillEl(l. ,The formless, 
cleavable masses al"e devoid of any indications of crystal faces or 
erystal outline8. , 
The exposure at the mill dam (li'ig. 12) covers a comparatively 
large area and gives an unusuaUy favorable opportunity for the 
FIG, 12. Typical 'exposure of the coarse, calbite-bearing beds (AcervuJaria horizon), below the 
mill dam 8~ Vernon Springs. 
study of the beds in detail. Besides the characteristics already 
noted, this horizon is distinguished by the presence of casts of 
Favosites aZpenensis and Ace.rvularia davidsoni. The presence 
of the corals and the stratigraphic position of the beds both lead 
to a correlation of the horizon with- the Acervularia davidsoni 
zone at Independence, Littleton, Waterloo and IOIWa City*. The 
'marked diffe~ence in the texture and composition of the rOGks and 
.in the perfection and abundance of the fossils are due in part at 
,least to the great changes which were wrought during the process 
. . *Compat"e the I "Cora.l Reef Bed. JI in the 't!eport on Johnson county:, Iowa. Gool. ~Surv. , 
Vol. VII, and the' 'Acervularia. Zone" in the report on Buchanan connty, Vol. VIII. 
; DEVONIAN [SYSTEM. 
, ) 
Q5 
of dolomitization. These coarse dolomitic beds with their shape-
less masses of calcite, are seen at intervals, above the Producteila 
horizon, al~ng the east line of the county from section 25, 'Vernon 
Springs township, to the north line of section 36 in Albion. They 
may be recognized, O'ver and over again, in their proper relatiops, 
all around the Devonian margin. One of the most fossiliferous 
exposures of this phase occurs in the side of a ravine near the 
niiddle of the west line of section 15, Albion township. , The 
common Favosites alpencnsis is cO'mparatively abundant. ' Bed~ 
belonging to essentially the same hO'rizon are found in the, Croft. 
quarry at ;Elma, in sectiO'n 1, SO'uth O'f the riddle of Afton to,wn-
ship. At the bO'ttom O'f the quarry thel~e is a dark brownish, 
crystallin.e, dolO'mitic layer wlhich in general fO'nns the, floor. It 
haS, however, been taken O'ut O'ver a few square yards; it is very 
fOssiliferous, but the fO'ssils occur only ' as casts. The fO'rms 
recognized are Favosites alp en ensis, Stropheodonta demissq, 
Pentamerella dubia, .Atrypa retic1llaris, Spiri fer subvGtrico~us, s. 
asper, S. fitmbriatus, a large species of Gomphoceras,and a, small 
species like G. oviforme. This fauna: belong to a hO'rizon just 
below the Acervularia zone, and its equ~valent in the nO'rtheast-
ern pa;rt O'f the cO'unty should be inclm'ded in the lower part of the 
coarse calcite bearing: beds. 
,3, South O'f the bridge at New Oregon, above the calcite bearing 
beds described in 'the foregoing paragraphs, there are twenty feet 
of variable strata, composed in part of soft earthy limestone 
grading: - into marly shales, and in part of fi.ne..grained, 
whitish, non-dolomitic limestone. The section is not very Satis-
factO'ry. In fact the beds of this horizon were not well shown at 
any point in the county. The nO'n-dolomitic phase O'f this member 
of the series is seen in lO'ose, weathered, crackled blocks, a short 
distance west O'f the middle of section 24, Vernon Springs town-
ship. A better exposure of the crackled beds occurs aboUt eighty: 
rods south of the northeast corner O'f section 10; and a still 
Detter illustratiO'n O'f this special phase is -fO'und in the nO'rtheast 
% O'f sectiO'n 12, all in Vernon Springs township. In sectionl 12 
the beds are rich in stromatoporO'ids similar to the fO'WS ooour-
ring in the stromatoporoid reef from Mitchell, WO'rth and Oerro 
Gorda counties on the nO'rth" to' J ohnsO'n county in the southern 
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part' of the De~onian ar~~. Besides the stromatoporoids the bede 
carry a small digitate Favosites and the usual gastropod oil 'this 
ho.rizo.n, Euomphalus cyclostomrus. Tihe no.n-do.lomitic, fine-
'grai.ned, white limestone o.f this ho.rizon 'is the equivalent 'of the 
beds: described as "fi'ne-grained, white limestone" in the reports 
o.n Jo.hnso.n and Cerro. Gordo. counties. This phase of the Devon, 
ian, which is always' aSsociated with the stromatoporo.id horizo.n, 
attain's its fullest develo.pment in Mitchell county and in the 
no.rthern part o.f Flo.yd, where it takes on the characteristiCs of 
a fine litho.graphic stone. The same lithographic phase, but less 
perfectly develo.ped, occurs at LeRoy in Minneso.ta, a short dis-
tance from the north Howard county line. This third member of 
the Devonian series is quite variable. While, in the northeastern 
part of the COfU'I1ty, the no.n-dolomitic stromatopOroid beds occur 
in it, these beds are not always present.. 'rhe greater part of this 
portion of the section is a soft, magnesian, earthy lime.stone which 
breaks do.wn rapidly into a marly clay o.r into irregular co.ncre-
tio.nary fragments. The exact line separating this fro.m the next 
overlying member 0.] the sectio.n co.uld not be dE-finitely traced:. 
4, The beds which follow NO'. 3 in ascending order are typi-
cally represented in the quarries at Verno.n Springs. One of 
t.hese qua,rries, which was formerly worked quite extensively, is 
located o.n lan.d belonging to H. C. Salisbury, in the southwest 1ft 
of the So.uthwest '% of, section 34, Vernon Springs' township. 
Other exposures occur in the Patterson quarries in the northeast 
1;4 of the same quarter section, and in a small quarry near the 
river in the southwest % ()f section 33. At the base of the Salis-
bury quarry there are several co.ur-ses o.f firm bluish limestone no.t 
do lomitic. The individual co.urses are ,from, ,one to. two. feet in 
thickness, and the aggregate exposed: is abo~feight feet. The fo.s-
silsare mostly brachiopods and the shells are well preserved. 
Among the species no.tedare Gypidula comis; Atrypa aspera and 
the fine lined type of AtrypOJ retic'ulMis found in' the quarries at 
Independence. Reference has already been made to. the fact that 
,this fauna seems very much out of place in a ' positio.n above the 
Aoorvularia and stromatoporo.id horizons. The concurrence of 
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these special types of brachiopods is unknown elsewhere· ex~pt 
at the horizon of the quarry stone at Indepenchmce, a horizon 
which corresponds to that . of the Productella bed's of Howard 
county. 
FIG. 13. The Salisbury quarry, near Vernon Springs. 
5. In the Salisbury quarry (Fig. 13) the beds last described 
are overlain by soft, gra.nular, magnesian limestone stained more 
or less with iron oxide and va,rying in l'olor from dirty yenow 
to dull brown and red. This fifth division of the HI/ward county 
Devonia.n has a total thickness of at least fifty feet. It furnishes 
-The three species, G.tJPidula comi8, A t'l'Jlp a aspe'ra a.nd Atr ypa reticularis , occur together in 
the Lime Creek shales at Rocldord in Floyd county and at Hackberry Grove In Cerro Gordo, but 
in aU three cases the forms are varietally different from those at Independence. Tile A. a.'pem 
at Independence is Hall's variety A. occidentalis, wWle the similar species in the Lime Creek 
shales ha.~ been r eferred to the variety A. hyatT-ix . The A . '1"eticular'i s of the two horizons differs 
very strikingly in size, markings and general proportions, and the Gypidulas are sufficiently 
distinct to make their separation a simple and easy matter . 'l'he species as they occur in the 
SaJisbur'y quarry are all of the types found-at IndepAndence. These species all persisted some-
~~~:~;t.:3l~: ~~gr~: s~~~~:t:n~;tO~n~~~e'::8~!~a~~~'~,ith~~rofth!,u~F':~~ ¥i~ld~rd~~~~ 
the fact that they migratJ into Iowa and temporarily occupied "ome parts of it at different times 
during the interval, need occasion no surprise. The r e-migratioll which enabled them to occupy 
f;la(:r~;:g~~J[ t~o:~y a!~';,"r~~bl~~t~~l.ppeared from Buchanan, occurred befor e modification 
5 GRep 
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th~. ~st.oft.l).~ b1lildipg stone quarried in the county,. , ,It is the 
eq!liva!ent ,of the, ': Yellow, ,earthy . limestone' ~ quarried. neat 
Littleton and described in the report on Buchanan county, (Iow~ 
Geological ,Survey, Vol. VIII, p. 234). Lithologically the beds 
are, very similar in Howard and Buchanan. The characteristics 
aTe unqsu,~lly persistent. , ' , , 
. ;'. 'fhe , Sat.i~bul:Y 'quarry ' affords uro following 'section: ' 
e' t .'~.:'(~ ;~: .. :., " .' . ' , . ~ I'EET: 
S,. Black soil mixed with broken rock . . .... .... . ....... ' 1 , 
4. ' Rock 'in broken, angular fragments a,f!'ording an illus- ' 
• £ration of h'p'w the stone yields to frost and ' weather ', 4" 
3. H~avy: courses of, good building stone, soft , 'magne-
sian .. yellow or· brown: in coler" containing nu,mer-
ou~ spheroidal cavities ~ined' with: crystals o,f c~l,cite, ' 
fossils ,riie' aqd represented only by casts . ',' . . .. . . . S' , 
.. 2. " Band of ' ~oft~t~ more argillaceous limestone in three 
,or four 'layet~, calcite IiD~d cll-vitiE's numerous .... .. 3 
1. Co~rses of mor~ solid and ,purer limestone" from one 
.,I~~. ,.to thre,e feet in' thickness, fossil shells preserved. . . 7 
'," 
• of ~~.l;~.£. . ~'; , :- . ";'~ _. ...." . 
Number<L' ,:6f:.tb,is ', section., is composed of the beds , already 
d~cribed. whiCh" ~~titute'~ili~ 'f~urth ~ember of the Devoniali 
seri .. es;';:w4.W~'~2~; '3, ';Wqi4)~~pie~nt th~ lower part .of the fifth, ' . .A.l~ 
the,' begs ' p( the':, quaifry' are cut at short ,ipterVals by" oblique 
joints, 'Th~" oilier ,qjiarries in ·the immediate vi¢nity of Vern~n 
Springs show ':noth~gi essentially different from what. is s'een 
in the quarry described. In the northwest % of section 3a, Vernori 
Springs township, quite aJ? 'amOlilllt of stone has been taken out; 
and the opening shows three heavy ledges ,each about three and 
a half feet in thickness, cut by numerous joints, and presenting 
many vug-like, , or geode-like cavities lined with calcite. The 
rock resembles No.3 of the Salisbury quarry, but the beds are 
higher in the series. The workable layers are overlain by from 
four to five feet of small, angular, worthless' fragments which 
have resulted from the disintegra.tion o:ll still higher beds. 
The largest quarry in the county is operated by John Hallman 
near the 'Fair ground, in the western edge: of Cresco. It has been 
opened by working down beneath the surfaGe of the level prairie. 
In stratigraphic position the beds here lie above any heretofore 
noted and are probably the highest to be fOlUlIld within our terri-
tory:. '" The rook is earthy, magnesian, rather soft, but'it seems to 
I 
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be capable of standing the weather fairly well. At-some pointa-
the quarry has been worked to a depth of twentY feet~ Toward 
the top the bedding is quite regular in. places for a,: thicknes's or 
eight feet, and the stone may be taken out in courses ranging 
from three to s~ inches in thickness. The whole deposit is very 
irregularly jo,inted, the joints cutting the beds at every angle 
from vertical to horizontal . . In the lower part of the quarry the 
bedding is quite irregular, the courses are thicker and they pitch 
and roll in the most confused way, in different directions. Crush-
ing and mOvement since the deposit was laid down are indicated 
by the general development of .slickensides on the joint face3. 
Fossils are very rare. A few impressions of what seemed to 00 
Stropheodonta demissa were noted, together with obscure frag-
ments of plates 0'£ fishes. 
The llpper part of the Salisbury quarry and the higher beds 
expooed in the other openings near Vernon Springs are repre-
sented in a small opening from which a considerable quantity . 
Gf good building stone has been taken, in the northeast % of the 
southeast % of section 14, FOO'est City tOlWlnship. · The location is 
on one of .the high points ill an area, of thin drift aiIld conseq~ent. 
preglacial topography. There is not more than six inches of ,soi1. 
above the four .foot band of decayed and broken stone which 
represents the effects of frost and weather. Below the fragmen~ 
ary band the stone is sound, lies in heavy ledges, is freer than 
usual from calcite lined ' cavities and ig capable of affording 
dimension blocks of fair sizes'. Much of it is streaked with iron 
oxide, a feature, however; better shown in the next quarry to be 
described. The only fossil observed here was an imperfect 
impression of a closely coiled, nautiloid cephalopod. The same 
. beds are shown in a somewhat extensively worked quarry belong-
ing to M. H . .Jones, in the southeast 14 of the ~outheast ~~ ojj 
section 24~ Chester township. The beds are soft, granular .and. 
magnesian as uS/Ual. They are stained by the secondary infil-
tration of iroDi oxide which is arranged in flexuous, concentric, 
l)arallel bands around certain nuclei, the disposi.tion of the bands 
being in no way influenced by joints or lamination planes. The 
vug-like cavities lined with calC'ite are common. This completes-
the observations made on the fifth member of the Devonian 
/ 
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column. The beds of the Jones quar.ry are not as high in the 
se~es as t:4ose in the Hallman quap:y ~t Cresco. ' 'l'he total th.ick~ 
ness of this member is at least fifty feet. 
In the river valley above the old t.<YWn of Lime Springs, it is 
the members immediately overlying the Prod~ctella beds t.hat 
first appear. The dip, however, is very slight in this direction, 
the river valley being almost parallel wi.th the line of strike. At 
Glen Roy mills in section 19 of Forest City township, only about 
three-fourths of a mile northea..",t from the Jones quarry, thero 
is an exposure in the river bank, of non-dolomitic, shaly, nodular 
limestone overlying some soft, yellow, marly beds, all of which 
belong, to division 3 of the Devonian commn. On higher grQllIDd 
in the southwest 1,4 of section 18, there are the beds which lie 
a,t the base of the Salibury quarry, the beds whieh have been 
d6scribed as the fourth member of the eolumn. All the ~pecies 
enumerated from 'that member are found here, and there is her~ 
the additional species', Orthis iowensis. 'ehe,J ones quarry beds 
overlie these last and represent the uppermost member of the 
Howard county Devonian. 
Between the mill and the bridge at Chester there is an exposure 
of soft magliesian limestone stained with concentric streRks of 
iron oxide as are the beds 0.£ the Jones quarry. The horizon, 
,however, is near the base of the second division of the Howard 
county Devonian. Casts o£ fossils are more than usually common, 
ana among the recognizable species are Atrypa reticularis, Spiri-
fer ·sidivaricosus and B. fimbriatus. The same spirifers occur 
elsewhere in Iowa, in the Gedar Valley stage of the Devonian, a. 
feW: feet below the Acervularia beds and not far above the Pro. 
ductella horizon. Their position at Chester is the normal one. 
At La Roy in Minnesota, some distance farther , up the river, it 
'is the lithographic phase of number 3 that is most conspicuous 
in the small_local quarries. 
, Under 2, on page 55, reference is made to the Croft quarry nea.r 
Elma. The fauna enumerated from the' lower part of this quarry 
corresponds to that found near the bridge at Chester, and, not-
'withstandmg! some lithological differences, the geological posi-
tion is the ' same. The Croft quarry lies west of the railway j 
an'other quarry is located one-fourth of a mile farther east. All 
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the ~s in both quarries may be referred to the horizon Of the 
coarse, calCite bearing member, number 2, exposed at Vernon · 
Springs and shown in figure 12. .No fossils were soon above the · 
basad layer of the Croft quarry. The overlying limestone is 
regularly bedded, coarse-grained, contains large amounts o£ 
calcite, lies inlayers ten inches to a foot in thicknes,<; at the bottom, 
but, toward the top of the quarry, splits into thin flags two or 
three inches in thickness. 
Beds corresponding to the upper part of the Croft quarry have 
been worked! for building stone at points from; three and a half 
to four miles west of Elma. There is one opening on land 
of M. Monaghan near the center 0:1) section 8, " and another on 
land of J . Roche in the western edge of se<Jtion 9, in the southern 
part of Afton township. Both of these quarries were opened in 
ille surface of the level prairie. Neither bas been operated for a. 
number of years. Soil has 'V\':ashed down over the face of the 
layers, and growth of vegetation has helped to obscure the situa-
tion. There is another abandoned qruarry three-fourths of a mile 
south of Elma, on land belonging to Henry Miller. A rank 
,growth of weeds and bushes Conceals all the layers except one 
heavy, dolomitic ledge eighteen inches in thickness. This point 
is higher than the Croft quarry, and the beds are probably equiv-
alent to some part of. the third division of the Howard county 
Devonian. 
Thin bedded, coarse-grained, magnesian limestone like that in 
the upper part of the Croft quarry, is exposed 'in the banks and 
bottom of. a small branch of Crane creek, in the northeast 1M, 
of section 33, Saratoga township. At one point a small quarry 
has been opened, but the stone comesoot in pieces too small to 
be very s~rviceable . 
. The Devonian beds show very little dip in any direction. The 
inclination corresponds very nearly to the general slope of the .' 
surface toward the southwest. Chester is fifty feet higher than 
Elma: The distance between the two points is about sixteen 
miles. The saIDe beds are exposed at both places. The dip from 
one point to the other, which is along a line very nearly at right 
angles to the strike, is but little more than three feet to the mile. 
CrescO is 118 feet higher than Elma~ 'fhe inclination of the 
J 
S!l!f~~ ,l?~.twOO!1 .t4e ·twQ. poipU!-:-abo:wt r;e~enJeet to· tiIe ; P.l~le--:-: 
i~A~re;Ite~ . th~ the d,ipof th;e stra4t, ,!!lldhence i~ is1;hat the 
E!m~ ,1ori,.~~is lQwer tha:n the 49rizOin g{ the Qllap:y !3~'n~ .. ~t 
Q,;esCOl; , ',I;'1;t~ lim~sto}les ~t Cre.scOiare ~e highest; .strl!-tigl·~phi-
c!J,lly, : 9ceurring in . the comity. . . . 
, Thege.neral sectiOin of "the Howard" county Devonian .maybe 
arranged in the follOlwing divisiQns: , 
. . .. EJ:T . . 
5 . The quarry beds at Cresco , . Vernon Springs, the 
Jones quarry in section 24, Chester township, and 
, the quarry on high ground in the southeast t · of . 
section 14, . Forest City township ... . .. ;.. . . ... . .. SO 
4 . Non-dolomitic beds at the base of the .Salisbury 
quarry and exposed at a few .other points, as in 
section 18, Fore~t City township, carrying Orth'i~ , . 
Gypidula an.d At.t ypa like forms ' found in the 
quarries at Independence .·; .. .. . . . .... " . . . ... . . . 8 
3. Beds v.arying in character , some of the layers white, 
fine'grained, lithographic, in some places rich in 
stromatoporoid corals . . .. .. . . . . : . , .. . .. : . . . . . . . .. 15 · 
2. Coarse· grained , dolomitic beds ·in the northeastern 
part ot' the county, less dolomitic at Elma and 
southwest, the horizon of F'avosites, Acervularia 
and Pentamefella .. the quarry beds at Elma and 
the country southwest. .. ......... . .. ". . . .. . . . . . . 15 
1. Productella beds.; soft, buff colored, vesicular doto-
mite, with casts of fossils, quarried in massive 
blocks at Foreston, the real equivalent of the . 
quarry stone beds. at ~ndep~ndence . . . . .. ..... ... . 40 
'_". ~. I ._ .. ~. '. • 
Pleisto'ce-ne < ~ystem. 
KA~SAN :Sl~GE . .. 
Kansan Till.-The OIldest drift sheet positively Teoognized in 
:a:QwarA~ '-!9unty is\he, Kai!S~. ~; Ill: ~ri);lg 'deep fa.rm w~ns on the 
prli.irie.${ partially decay~d .log.e;;. and -9ther:remnant~ of buried 
fpres,ts. Jlre~ fQ!lpd · l;tt :, vari~s~ dept~ , :ra,tl:ging to 250 f~et; opi 
t.heevidenee Qf a :d~fini~te fQrest, ~pe~t Qr soH horizQ:n. b:etwee1;l. two 
distinct ; l!o~l.ies Q{ gll!.Cilil: ~~mW§!, rjs _nOlt dea,I". · The~js al;l yet 
n:o: certainty _ tha~-the ~uP-.. A.iW:nia,.n 'Or" pre4 Kansa,.n till).s~ .present ; 
in the area> 'We are CQp.s~~()'.titig, :wthoo:gh it is very prQl;>apl~ that. 
it exists Jin:.the parts of th~' C:QuIl,ty " covered with. doop ,drift, in 
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'KANSAN ST1\:GE: 
Oak Dale; Jamestown, Afton and Howard townships~ and 'in 'the 
,southern parts of Paris and New Oregon. The Killlsan .'till, over-
lain l?y.--a thin deposit of Iowan loess, is! the surficial drift 'in a 
, -OOIIlparatively small area in the northeastern corner of the county, 
and ,over the larger area; southwest oft the loess margin. it is 
present beneath the much later drift sh~et, the Iowan. The phy-
sical cliaracleristics of the two area$ and the position -Of the 
boundary line between them have been previously -discussed 
under the head of Topography. In the Loess'-Kansanarea the 
'weathered ferruginous ferretto zone of the Kansan is seen 'along 
roadsides and in many other places, wherever rainwash has cut 
through the overlying, loess. At the brick yard in Cresco the 
yellow Iowan, free from limestone pebbles, is 'Used in brick 
making, but some of the excavations have gone down to the 
unweathered blue clay of the Kansan. A deep railway cut one 
and a half miles south .of Elma reveals the Kansan drift in its 
unweathered phase. A few rods north of a wagon bridge which 
here spans the cut, the section shows: ' 
'" YEET. -
3, YeJlow, unweathered Iowan till , _, _, ', ____ . . .. :, ., ... 6 
2, Old peaty soil developed in the intervals between the 
Kansan and the Iowan stages of glacilltion ." _. _. 2 
1. Blue unweathered Kansan to bottom of the cut , ... . _ 15 
There is here no ferretio zone at the surface of the Kansan; 
the organic material of the peaty soil bed was capable ,of more 
than counterbalancing any effects of oxidation whi~h;might have 
taken place before the Kansan surface was covered and l)l-otected 
from further ~ge, by the deposition of the Iowan drift. One'-
fourth of a mile south 'of the bridge there are a number of lenses 
of gray sand included in the blue Kansan clay, some of which are 
three feet in thickness and fifty feet in length. Though the hill 
jn which the cut is made is one of the highest of the ,region, it 
shows none of the characteristics of a paha, that unique and inter-
esting, type of .land forms so (lOIDIIlon at corresponding distances 
from the Iowan mar~n in DelawRll'e, Jones, Linn and Cedar 
counties. When first seen from a distance it was ,confidently 
believed that it would prove' to be a loess-covered p~id ridge. 
but in the place of loess it is covered with a thin sheet of Iowan 
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till~.d its surface i8 liberaUy sprinkled with large Iowan 
bowlders.'Dhe fresh Kansan till is here, as everywhere else in 
Iowa, a blue clay crowded with small pebbles, many of which are 
limestone. Greenstones are also common. Granites are rela-
tively scarce, and none areas large as the third and fourth rate 
granites of the Iowan, even when first class bowlders are made 
to include everything above twelve feet in diameter. The earth 
taken out is piled on the west side Qf the Elma cut and covers 
an area of considerable width. In the few years of its exposuro 
to the aliI', rains have concentrated the pebbles in a sheet over the 
surface, by washing away the fine clay in which the p~bble.s 
·were imbedded. The dump, therefore, now corresPQnds in a 
emaIl way to the initial stages of the condition which existed over 
hundreds of square miles in soo:uthwestern Iowa, before the loess 
was laid down. A sheet of residual gravel, sometimes fully six 
inches in thicknes8, confQrming to the surface of the erosional 
hills and valleys, is widely distributed on weathered Kansan 
underneath the loess, in all the southwestern counties of the 
state. The fact is discussed! and illustrated in tlle report on Page 
county. The dump near Elma affords un . interesting and COll-
crete illustration of the manner in which these residual gravel" 
were developed. 
Wherever there are exposures of the pre-Iowan sUirface of th\~ 
Kansan drift, undisturbed by the la,ter glaciatiQn, the matenals 
are found to be very much altered by weathering. The iron 
bearing comi·tituents of all fine flour and other minute particles 
derived: from wear Qf crystalline rocks; are completely Qxidized; 
and as a: result the normal blue of the unaltered Clay is ehangea 
to deep reds and ' browns. . The fresh Kansan is always' rich in 
limestone flour and small limestone pebbles. In the weathered 
zone an the calcareous material, except the larger pieces of lime~ 
stone,' have been dissolved and leached Qut by descending ground 
waters. Many on the small granite bowlders have cnimbled infO 
minute fragments which are distributed among the other loose 
materials near . the surface, others are ready to· fall to pieces 
under the application of the slightest force. 
,,'7Juchandn Gravels.-Beds of old weather stained gravels rest~ 
ii:lg on Kansan, and overlain by Iowan drift, were'first recognized 
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,80S a distinct Pleistocene deposit in Buchanan county, Iowa. Later 
investigations show these gravels to be extensively developed 'all 
over the 'northeastern part of the state. Howard county has its 
share, and they are known to be present in the adja('.eilt parts 
of Minnesota. On one side of the Loess-Kansan border they are 
generally covered with Iowan drift, on the other sid'e, as is strik~ 
ingly illustirated around Cole~burg in Delaware county, they are 
overlain by loess: The gravels ooour principally in two situations. 
. They are either on the high plateaus and ridges', or they are in 
the river valleys; and there are very marked di fferences between 
the upland and the valley deposits. The u<pland gravels are dis-
tinguisheu by the presence of coarser and less perfectly assorted 
materials: . Cobbles' and bowlders of all sizes up to ten or twelve 
inches in diameter, are found indifferently mixedJ with pebbles 
and fine sand, and many of the larger erratics show glacial plan-
ing and striation on one or more sides.. While the 'gravels have 
all the characteristics of deposHs made in flowing water; it is cer-
tain that the plaried 'and ~triated cobbleS. have not ~n rolled vi: 
t.ransported very far; . The . v~ley gravels; orl th~ 'other'. han,~; 
are quite uniform as to the size of the pebbles . . It is ,seldom that 
,any of the miLterial exceeds thr~-fourths' of a~ inch in di:imetei-: 
The usual ~ize is 'a~t half kl inch; and the great .bodY of th~ 
valley phaSe is OOmposed of well rouiided; pOlishM; :silici~s peli-
bles. CrOss bedding is mor~ h>mmo~ irl ·the ~pland'; thlt~ ih th~ 
valley gravels: 
A very typical example of the {U!pland phase of the Buchanan 
gravels occurs in the large gravel pit in the southwest 1;4 of sec-
tion 27, Vernon Springs township, about midway. between Cresro 
and Vernon Springs. The material is very rusty from the com-
plete alteration and oxidation of the iron bearing constituents of 
a large proportion of the crystalline pebbles, In plaees . the 
amount of iron present is sufficient to cement the gravel into a firm 
cong:lomerate. The granites, embracing small bowlders up to 
eight or ten inches in diameter, are decayed and fall to pieces 
when. taken from their surroundings. Every feature of the deposit 
indicates age. The gravel at this point has been used extensively 
for road material. The pit is fully fifteen feet in depth, bu~ it 
does not show the whole thickness of the deposit. The location 
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·is neaI:' tl;u:~ ,edge, oj) ~ are~Qf thin IQwan drift. '. There is practi~ 
,cally no stI:ipp~ng, noUtingab~ve the ,deposit but a bed of humus 
.stained,-gravelly ~oi~. In .the .adjaoont parts of ~tion 34',and in 
,sectioIl: 35 there are esker-like knobs of Buchanan gravels ,which 
.have , not , been w:orked . 
. , A feature ,of the landscape which shQuld probably have been 
described-under the head of Topography, is a COJh.~icuous esker 
.of Buchanan gravel which stands out prominently near thecen-
:ter of the southwest % of section 27, Albion township (Fig. 14). 
FIG. U. Esker of Buchanan gravel In the southwest quarter of section Z7, Albion township, 
snrrounded by Iowan drift. The hills of the Loess· K&na&n margjn are seen In the distanM. 
It is located inside ' the Iowan area and is S/UTraunded! by a thin 
sheet of Iowan drift, but the Loess-Kansan margin seen in the 
distance in figure 14, is less t4ail one-fourth of a mile away. The 
attemiated edge of the Iowan glaciers probably overflowed i4 
for it has no loess such as mantles all surfaces in the neighbor, 
hood which were not covered by the Iowan ice. In general the 
forms aSsuined by deposits, of these gravels suggest that they 
had their origin in trains Or shoots of outwash from the margin 
of ,the melting Kansan ice. Oconrrences of such depQSits illus-
trating thEl upland phase of the gravels are numerous. It may 
he sufficient to mention as typical ex~mples, the beds seen along 
I 
tp~ w~tern edge ()f section 7, Vernon Springs: township1: and 
th~ in sections 31 and 32 of Howard ' Cen~ townShip. _ 
" ThEli yalley phase of the. Bu;challan gravelsis nmchmorEli ex~n­
sivelydeveloped than the upland pbase.. Every stream valley 
that served as a drainage course when the Kansan i~ ,was lIl~lt­
ing, is bordered throughout its whole length with trl;l.ins and. ter-
r,aces ~f ferruginous gravcl in ' which the pebbles are oo.mpara-. 
tively ,small and of unifonn size. The terrace on the south side 
of the river at Florenceville and that on which the village of New 
Oregon is located have already been mentioned. For some miles 
a,bove Chester there is a wide, well marked, clOntinuous terr~ce 
occupying an area of several hundred acres. The great beds· of 
valley gravels about La Roy, Minnesota, which the Chicago, Mil-
waukee & St. Paul railway has used so extensively for ballast-
ing its line, are 'b'u.t part of the enonnous gra~l trains which 
flood's from the melting Kansan ice strewed continuously along 
the valley of the Upper Iowa. The same valley gravels are found 
th~ whole length of Crane crook and along the branches of the 
Wapsipinicon, in the southwestern part of the county. In the 
southeast lA of seotion 1, northern part of New Oregon township, 
there is a terrace of the valley gravels, some.partS of which are 
eemented into a finn conglomerate. Cementation is not uncom-
mon in other localities. 
Genesis of the Gravels.-The Kansan ice was thick, and it 
:melted rapidly, especially when the shrinking margin was grad-
ually retreating through northern Iowa. Large floods of water, 
capable of transporting great loads of material, flowed outward 
.oyer the surface which h~d but a short time previously been va-
-cated .by the waning ice. Heavy bodies of the ice must have lin-
,gered in the lowlands. and valleys long after the hill tops we~ 
laid bare, and the re-entrant sinuses in the ice margin, corres-. 
ponding in p<lSiti{)<n to the higher lands, were drainage channels 
.a.ccommodating torrential str~ams which were hemmed in by 
banks of ice. These streams carried material of all grades of 
-fineness up to cobbles and b~lders several inches in diameter. 
;Some ,of the larger bowlders found in the deposits · may have 
'been floated by detached blocks of ice. The heavy materi~ waa 
:not ~rried far, however. With the glacial ma.rkings uneffaeed 
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ih some cas~; it was dropped on the aoomllulating bars of sand 
and gravel which the overload~d streams deposited before their 
exit from the ice canyons. Such im~rfectly assorted accumu-
lations, now found on the higher grounds, constitute the upland 
phase of the Buchanan gravels. 
As soon as the upland streams emerged from their ice oan-
YODS, the waters sought the lower levels and ga,thered in the un-
obstructed valleys beyond the ends of the ice lobes. Before they 
reached the valleys the heavier material had! all been deposited; 
only the smaller, well rounded and easily transported pebbles 
were carried, and it is of these that the valley phase is made up; 
The upland gravels were laid down near the most northerly 
points of the ice margin, not far from where the streams orig-
inated. The valley gravels give evidence af having been trans: 
ported farther, and they may have boon deposited at distances 
of several miles from the southern extremeties of the lobes of 
icie which ocoupied the lower grounds. 
IOWAN STAGE. 
Iowa·n Till.-Fully nineteen-twentieths of the area of Howard 
county is covered with Iowan drift. Where this drift is present 
in sufficient force to disguise the pre-Iowan topography, the re- ' 
gion is a plruin modified by only slight relief (Fig. 5). No loess 
is present, but large granite bowlderS' (Fig. 15) are prominent 
features of the landscape. The fresh Iowan till is yelloW' in 
oolor and carries quite a large amount of lime. carbonate even a.t 
the surface. Among the pebbles limestones and greenstones are ' 
rare. The bowlders are coarse-grained and light colored; and it 
is a surprising fact that in all northeastern Iowa approximately 
three-fourths of the entire bulk of the Iowan erratics represent 
but one type of granite which might all have come from ii: single 
locality~ Iowan bowlders' are large and immerOus as compared 
with bowlders in the Kansan drift; but the variety and number 
of rook species are far greater in the Kansan than in the Iowan: 
Over parts of Howard coUnty lying southwest of the Loess~ 
Kansan boundary; the Iowan drift is thin or even absent. As ' 
would be expected the thin spots are near the margin where the . 
ice ~am.e attenuated and the movement approximated 'zero: 
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FIG. 15. Iowan bowlder in the southwest quarter of section 22, Jamestown township. Dimen-
sions "OO\'e ground are 2Ox12x9 feet . 
. The load of glacial detritus carried by the Iowan glaciers S€eIDB 
to. have 'b€en very unequally distrlbuted, and there must have 
been places where it was altogether wanting. Quite a large area 
of thin Iowan, o.r nO' Iowan, occurs a,long the Turkey river from 
section 31, Vernon Springs township, to section 1 of: New Orego.n. 
The Qriginal topography develQped in the Qld rock surface I.>y 
preglacial erQsiQn, is but imperfectly masked by all the Pleisto- . 
cene deposits. The tops and slQpes' of the hills are covered with 
loose fragments Qf the magnesian Devonian limestone (Fig. 6). 
The small amQunt Qf drift present is of the weathered ' Kansan 
type, and yet the surface is strewn with Iowan bowlders. A typi-
cal area of thin IoWan, where knQbs and torsi of Devonian lime-
stO!l1e project thrQugh the drift, is fonmd in section 14, Forest 
City township. Bowlders seem to' be the Qnly element Qf the 
IQwandrift ever deposited in the locality. Along Crane creek 
and the branches of the Wapsipinicon the later drift is so thin 
that the Buchanan gravels' come practically to the surface in 
many places,and the same th,ingis true Qf the valley of the Upper 
Iowa abo.ve Chester. Taking the IQwan area as a whole. the dis-
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tribution of the bowlders seOOiS unaccountably irregular: There 
are sbme belts and patches,-as near the center of . Jamestown 
township and in the southern sections of Howard Center,~where 
the rounded blocks of northern granite are liberally sprinkled 
over the surface, and again there are areas of miles in extent in 
which sCarcely a trace of a bowlder can be discovered. 
Iowan Loess.-The fine, yellow, pebbleless clay called loess 
forms a . mantle of approximately uniform thickness over that 
portion of the surface of the old eroded Kans'an drift which lies 
OIUtside of the Iowan margin. All that part of the county upon 
which the Iowan ice advanced, ' up to the edge and terminus of 
tl:ie glaciers, is free from loess. The loess is fresh and ,young al; 
co'mpared with the weathered, leached and otherwise altered drift 
upon 'which itrests . . In this part of the state, it seems very clear, 
the loess is of the same age as the Iowan till, and was derive<l 
from it by some process of transportation outward from the terL 
minal border of the Iowan glaciers. In Mitchell county, as well 
as in many other counties in Iowa, there are thin deposits ~f a 
loesS that is younger than the Iowan, probably of the age of the 
Wisconsin drift. Near. Peoria., Illinois, Wisconsin loess is as 
strongly developed as is the Iowan in Howard county. Loess 
may indeed, have been formed dJuring any 'age of the Pleistocene. 
Along the Missouri river the process of loess deposition seems to 
be still active. Wherever found, and to whatever age it may be-
long, it is wholly unlike drift or alluvium,-unlike any glacial, 
aqueo~glacial, or aqueous deposit known. The origin of the loess 
of the Mississippi and Missouri valleys has long remained a puzzle 
to careful and thoughtful geologists. On account of its unique 
structure, peculiar distribution and fossil contents, the trend of 
. opiniou among the best informed students of loess problems is, to-
day, toward the view that it is an aeolian deposit, that winds have 
been the active agents in its transportation and deposition. 
ALLUVIUM. 
In Howard county alluvial deposits are very meager. If the 
Turkey river between Vernon Springs and the east line of the 
COlUnty be left out o£ consideration, it may be said that through-
out the IOVvan area the stream valleys in their present aspects 
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and relations are young. There are here no true valleys of·ero-
sion, Jio>flood plains, no notable deposits of river silt; "Along the 
Upper . .Iowa, ,or Oneota river, eas,t of Foreston, the valley is old; 
iUs well widened out in places, and there are occasional narrow 
fringes of alluvial plains between the stream and the bluffs. ,The 
same is true, but to· a more limited extent, of the old part of the 
Turkey riyer valley east of Vernon Springs, 
THICKNESS OF THE PLEISTOCENE DEPOSITS. 
The siheets of drift and other Pleistocene deposits vary greatly 
as to thickness. There are two areas where the indurated rooks 
come near tatha surface. One is' northeast of a line drawn from 
Ohester to the middle of the eastern boundary of New Oregon 
township; the other is at Elma and in the country south and west 
of that locality. All the quarries and rock exposures aTe in these 
two areas. ' At all the quarries the stripping consists largely of 
disintegrated limestone. Not infrequently the overlying soil, 
as shown in figure 13, fails to attain the dimensions of a' distinct 
layer. So far as data could be collected, the Pleistocene reaches 
its greatest thickness in Jamestown township and in the territory 
immediately surrounding it. Well drillers report that limestone 
has been · struck at 200 feet in the southern · part of Oak Dale 
township, but some wells end in drift at a depth of 300 feet. The 
well of John P. Thelen in · Jamestown township found water 
in gravel at 252 feet from the surface. Ne-ar the center of sec-
tion 30, Jamestown township, a well in process of bo,ring was 
down 130 feet and still in blue clay. "Ohips o:li an old rotten 
Jog" were reported from a well in the northern part of J ameB-
town, at a depth of 250 feet. The PleistoCene clays are therefore 
known to range in thickness from practically zero in ' the north-
eastern part of the county, to more than 300 feet in Jamestown 
and contiguous parts of adjacent townships. 
Soils. 
The soils of Howard county rank with the best to be forund in 
Iowa. There are ' (1) loess soils which are limited to the small 
Kansan area in ·the ·I).ortheast corner of the, county. · Wh(;l're -the 
surface slopes .are comparatively gentle, there are -no . better soils 
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than thos,e developed on the loess. The loess is a fine, porous, 
calcareous clay, free from sand on the one hand and bowlders on 
the other. In many res'peets it makes an, ideal soil. Itabsorbs 
and re,tains moisture well. The roots of plants easily penetrate 
it to great depths,. Where the surface is relatively level, a very 
nne, fertile, brownish, easily tilled loam develops on its surface. 
On the steeper slopes, however, the loess erodes easily, the veg-
etable loam is washed aoWay as fast as it accumulates, and steep 
sided gullies are cut by surface drainage. A hard, stiff, intract~ 
able soil usually results from the fact that surfa.ce erosion cou-
tiIl/U,ally exposes fresh loess which has not been modified by the 
growth and decay OV plants, by burrowing animals, by frosts or 
other mellowing agencies. Fortunately, in the coonty, the area 
where soils OV the quality last described occur, are small. The 
farms of the Loess-Kansan area. give every evidence of generoos 
production. The porosity and depth of the loess render it capa-
ble of successful cultivation in times oj) drought, such as pre-
vailed in 1901, or during periods of excessive rainfall as in 1902. 
(2) There are some ~mall areas of rich, mellow, alluvial soil 
in the valley of the Upp~r Iowa river, between Foreston and the 
eastern border of the county, and a small number of acres of the 
same type of soil ooour in the valley of the Turkey. east of Ver-
non Springs. Above Chester on the Upper Iowa, at New Oregon 
on the Turkey, and at many points along the streams draining 
the southwestern part of the county, the Buchanan gravels come 
near enough to the surface to produce (3) a gravelly and sandy 
soil. Buchanan gravels play an important part as subsoils over 
extensive areaS! a1long the bra!lches of the Wapsipinicon in south-
western Howard, giving: perfect underdrainage to the surface 
loams. The typical characteris,tics of, these areas are well illus-
trated in the level plain from one to two miles west of Elma. 
( 4) By far the most important of. the soil types occurring in 
Howard COl\ill1ty is that which is developed on the Iowan drift. 
The are~ in which this type IS found is many times larger than 
that of. any other type, and its fertility, ease of cultivation, and 
lasting qualities set it far above any other. The atmosphere, the 
rams and frosts of the changing seasons', the growth and decay 
ov plants, the work of the burrowing gophers and ants and earth. 
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w~rms) have all oombined to produce a: deep, rich, black, warm 
soil of ideal quality; and this soil is spread over a surface ,so 
level and unbroken that farm ' machi:Q.ery of every kind can be 
operated on its to the very highest advantage. 
Unconformities. 
Some interesting examples of unconformities are fur.nished by 
the geological formationS' of this part of Iowa. The first and 
most iinportant is that between the Devonian and the Maquoketa 
shales. The overlap of the Devonian referred to at the begin-
ning of this report, was a: true transgression of the sea uPO'n an 
eroded surface. The contact of the Devonian with the Ordovi-
cian is seen in only a few -sections, and these are of limited ffiC-
tent; but the relative altitudes of the twO' formations at a num~ 
ber of points indicate that the Devonian was' deposited on an 
uneven floor. One o'r twO' concrete illustrations will show the 
nature of the evidence on which conclusions are based. One-
fourth of a mile south of the oonter of section 8, Albion town-
ship, magnes[an limestone containing remains of fishes and D~ 
vO'nian brachiopods, occurs at 3J much lower level than that at 
which undoubted Maquoketa is fQmid along the north line of the 
same section. At the bridge over the Turkey river near the north-
east corner of section 12, New Oregon township" the Devonian 
beds are continued down to the level of the water i~ the stream, 
while less' than half a mile east of the county line Maquoketa, 
shales rise fully twenty feet above the water. Furthermore the 
phaSie of the Maquoketa seen in the outcrop referred to is 
nOit that which belongs at the top of the formation. The differ-
ence in the relative altitudes of the river and the Ordovician 
strata at the bridge and at the springs a short distance below, ca.n-
DOrt be accounted for by either the fall of the stream or the dip of' 
the shales, but by irregularities in the surface on which the De-
vonian was laid down. Along the east line of secti on 13, Vernon 
SprIngs township, on the hill slope forming the south side of the 
valley of Silver creek, the Devonian occurs well up toward the top 
of the slope, ' and gives place tQ buff or ash colored Maquoketa 
about. twenty-five feet above the bottom of the valley. On the north 
side of the valley Devonian rocks in place are exposed less than 
6 G Rep, 
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ten feet above the small flood plain. HQiw much lower the De-
vO'nian may go is not known, for at this point there is no Ma-
quoketa in sight. The O'j;her ullconfO'rmities need only be men-
tiO'ned without giving specific illustrations. The Kansan drift 
is unconformable on the rock surface upon which it rests; and 
the loess and Iowan drift are spread uncO'nfO'rmably upon the 
old eroded surface O'f the Kansan. 
ECONOMIC PRODUCTS. 
Quarry Stone. 
The northeastern part of Howard county is fairly well sup-
plied with building stone. The Trenton limestone and the shaly 
limestone O'f the MaquO'keta are b0'th utilized in the vi~inity of, 
Florenceville. Figures 7, 8 and 9 illustrate the possibilities of 
the Trenton as a source of building material. At present the re-
sources' of this formatiO'n ;1re undeveloped. The only place in 
the county where it has been quarried to any considerable extent, 
is at the Florenceville mill; but the T'renton can furnish inex-
haustible supplies O'f it good grade O'f stone for rough masonry 
whenever the demand justifies the operation O'f quarries in this 
formation. The availability .of· the calcareous shales of the Ma-
quoketa stage is illustrated at the quarry located one-fourth O'f a 
mile northeast of the center O'f section 8, Albion township (Fig. 
10). . . 
By far the greaten part of the quarry stone produced in the 
county is obtained frO'm strata, O'f Devonian age; and practically 
all the quarries belonging to this age have been pTeviously nO'ted 
in the general discussion of the stratigraphy. Owing to the al-
most universal dolomitization of the local Devonian, the building' 
stone from this formation in Howard county is greatly superiOl.· 
to that furnished by beds O'f correspO'nding age in the southem 
part of the Devonian area in Iowa. The beds are here thicker, 
they are less frequently broken by joints, and they yield less 
readily to th.e disintegrating effects' of frosts and general weather-
ing. 'The most important quarry in the county is that operated 
by Mr. John Hallman in the westeI'D part O'il the city of Cresco. 
'l'he beds in this quarry are irregularly jointed in places; and the 
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. sIickeils~d~d joint faces show the effects of clilshing. In other 
parts of the q"Q.arry the crushing has 1l€eIlJ less energetio and 
destructive, and stones of fairly good dimensions may be taken 
out. The best layers are soft and easily cut. r:I.'he product of 
the .quarry i~clud(:)s rubble, range stone and a small amount of 
cut dimension stone. All the stone produced in the county is. 
used in simply supplying the local demand, and the· Hallman 
quarry has the preeminent advantage of. proximity to the best 
local market. 'rhe Salisbury quarry (Fig. 13) , Patterson quarry 
and the many other small qllarries near Vernon Springs have not . 
b€enworked to any noteworthy extent in recent ycars',although 
they are capable of furnishing a large amount of very excellent 
stone. There are at present no shippin~ faeilities, . and the 
local demand does not justify continuous operation. 
The quarry at Foreston (:B-'ig. 11), operated in the massive 
beds of the Productell31 zone, illustrates the differences' in the 
thickness of beds and the lasting quality of the stone brought 
a,bout by the process o:fJ dolomitization. Bedding planes are oblit-
erated so that what would otherwise be a number of independent 
luyers' is blended into one heavy stratum. The quarry repre-
sooted by figure 1, plate XIV, volume VIII, belongs to the same 
geological horizon as the quarry at Foresiton. In one the joints. 
an~ bedding planes divide the rock into numberless, small, shape-
less' pieces which are eas'ily disintegrated; in the other it is pos-
sible to: get massive blocks of porous but indestructible rock, 
suitable for the heavies'll bridge piers and foundations. 
The quarry in section 14, Forest City township, and that in 
seotion 24 of C'hester.are wiorked in beds corresponding to those 
. in the upper part of the Salisbury and Patterson quarries at 
Vernon Springs. These beds are equivalent to those quarried: 
at Raymond in Blaok Hawk COturnty and on the bluff northwest 
of Littleton in Buchanan county. Other places where shme has, 
been quarried in Howard county are section 33, Saratoga town-
ship, and the region about Elma. Of these V3lrious openings, the' 
Croft quarry at EJma is at present the most important. All of 
these quarries in the. southwestern' part of Howard illustrate 
v.arying phases of the coarse, calcite bearing beds ~t Salisbury'.s 
mill (Fig. 12). 
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Not the least important of the sources of building stone in this 
part of the state, may be reckoned the numberless granite bowl-
ders of the Iowan drift (Fig. 15). 'l'hese vary in size up to great 
blocks twenty or: thirty feet in diameter. The amount of inde-
.structible building malterial present in the glacial bowlders, it 
would be difficult t.o estimate. Furthermore the material is 
ready to hand, requiring no long haulage, on practically every 
farm in the Iowan area. 
Clays. 
Howard county is not well provided with raw materials suit-
able for the manufacture of clay products·. It is true that drift 
clays are widely spread and! attain a very great thickness, but 
they are everywhere filled with such large numbers of pebbles 
and small cobblestones as seriously to interfere with their use 
as a basis for any extensive manufaefuring enterprise. With 
suitable machinery for crushing the pebbles it is possible to use 
. the yellow clay of t.he Iowan drift in making a good grade of 
structural brick. There is little possibility of using the blue 
Kans'an clay on account of the fact that it contains many peb-
bles and fragments of ~imestone. The loess of Howard county 
is too rich in silica to be used with much success. 
The most successful clay working plant in the county lS that 
of the Cresco brick and tile works, owned! by Wheeler and Mar-
shall. Tlhe clay used is Iowan drift which is passed between 
rollers to crush the pebbles. The plant is equipped with a stiff 
mud, end cut Brewer machine having a capacity o,f 20,000 brick 
per day. A part of the product is passed through a Raymond 
re-press machine . . In addition to brick the works turn out drain 
iile ' ranging from three to ' eight inohes in diameter. The raw 
product is dried in: sheds with little loss from checking. Th.e 
. burning. is done ill! two round down-draft kilns. . The plant is 
operated a; little mo~e than half of each year and turns out an-
nually a very 'respectable amount of mechantahle brick and: tile. 
There i~ a small brick yard north of the railroad in the eastern . 
edge of Lime Springs. The location 'Y'a.s rather unfortunately 
chosen; for the clay pit shows: ~othing but blue Kansan clay over~ 
lain by from fourteen inches to two feet of Buehi:man gravel. 
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The clay is very ~bblyand the pebbles were not crushed. As 
usual in the Kansan, some limestone fragments are present. The 
effort to make brick out of such materials was not very sucess-
ful, and the plant ·was shut doW'll at the time the locality was 
visited. If there are to be future attempts at brick making in the 
neighborhood of Lime Springs, the plant should be located at 
some point where there is a good supply of the yellow Iowan 
drift. 
Lime. 
At present no lime is made in the county, but the dolomitic-
Devonian is capable of furnishing inexhaustibln supplies of ex-
cellent material for lime burning. Some years a.go lime kilns 
were operated at Vernon Springs and near Lime Springs. The 
lime made at Vernon Springs was repllted good; that made near 
Lime Springs is said to have been made from a non-dolomitic-
rock, which may explain the fact that it was not esteemed so 
highly. Large kilns at DubuqlU.e and elsewhel'e, operated on a 
commercial scale, have driven the small producers out of the 
local market. 
Road Materials. 
The Devonian and Ordovician limestones of the county are in-
exhaustible resources from which flupplies of crushed stone for 
macadamizing streets and roads may be drawn. Not much vf this 
material has as yet been used. The city of Cresco has availed it-
self of the opportunities offered by readily accessible beds of lime-
stone, and on a sman plat of ground at the east end of the Hallman 
quarry it owns and operates a stone, crusher to furnish the rna,. 
cadam us~d in making permanent stre·et improvements. More 
widely distributed, more important and more generally useful 
than accessible ledges of limestone. for purposes of road making, 
are thfi} Buchanan gravels. These furnish materiaI at once inex-
Pensive and of the highest utility and lasting quality. They 
are. eve,rywhere, ready for use as .soonas taken from the ground. 
E~eryneighborhoOd~a~hayeit~ gr~v.el p~t within easy hauling: 
distance of any piece of road needing improvement. 
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Water Supplies. 
Water for domestic and farm pUrpOSesl is obtained from the 
permanent streams, from springsl, from wells in gravel terraces, 
wells in the drift and wells bored into the iimestones beneath the 
drift. Springs are moot numerOfUS along the valley of the Upper 
Iowa or Oneota river. In the Buchanan gravels above Chester 
water in unfailing abundance is reaohed at depths of from six-
teen to twenty feet,-a little below the level of the water in the 
adjacent stream. In the region of deep drift in the southern 
part of Oak Dale, and the northern part of J amestO\VD township, 
aU the wells, sO' far as could be ascertained, end in drift at depths 
varying from forty to .300 feet. In the southwe!"t % of section 
10, Jamestown townSihip, water was found in a layer of gravel 
beneath blue clay at a depth of 250 feet: Bands of water bear-
ing sand and gravel, lying at various depths between beds of 
blue clay, _ are very commonly reported by well borers' and seem 
to be quite universally distributed. Some of the more extensive 
occurrences of these deep lying, sands'and gravels may possibly 
be of Aftonian age, but the railway cut south of Elma, described 
in this report, and numerous, other drift sections throughout the 
state, show that it is no unusual thing for the Kansan till to in-
elude great lenses of stratified materials having all the character-
istics of true aqueouS! deposits,. In the northeastern corner of 
the county the mantle of loose materials is thin, the lime&tonoo lie 
near the surface, wells are bored: into the rock, and water is 
found in fisslUJI'es at varying depths. The city of Cresco obtains 
supplies of water from twPl drilled wells which do not . exceed 
200 feet in depth, the water coming from the base of the Ma-
quoketa or the upper pa.rt of the Galena-Trenton. A deeper bor-
ing at Cresco is referred to by Norton, in volume VI of these re:-
ports, page 201, in t~ words:: "The well at this place, owned 
by the Chicago, Malwaukee & St. Paul Railroad Co .. is 1,158 
feet deep. It was drilled about the year 1875, and has not been 
used for an unJrnown length oil time." This well must have gone 
down some distance into the Saint Croix sandstone. Nothing 
was ascertained concerning the quality of the- water which it 
furnished. 
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Water Powers. 
Wate!' power has been developed along the Upper Iowa O1r 
Oneota river at a number Oof poiri.ts in H01ward county. There is 
a well built and excellently eqjUipped mill at Florenceville; and 
abOove FlO1renooville we find the. Forest01n, Lime Springs, Glen 
Hoy and Chester mills, all busy in supplying the needs (Yf the 
loca.l or mOore distant markets. On the Turkey river there are 
two mills, the Sovereign mill abOout a mile above Vernon Springs 
and the Salisbury mill at the village named. There: was formerly 
a mill at New Oregon, but some years ago the property was 
wrecked by high water and no effort has ooen made to restore it. 
SUMMARY. 
Howard will always rank as one of the great agricultural 
counties of the state. Apart from her soils her chief geological 
respurces are found in inexhaustible deposits: of road materials 
forming widely distributed! beds of sand and gravel, in excellent 
lime burning rooks which the conditions of the market may some 
. time make it possible to utilize, and in an inexharolstible supply 
of a fair quality of building stone. As fuel becomes scarcer, 
and cheaper methods of generating electrical energy are devel-
O1ped, the water powers will be gratly improved and their energy 
utilized in a variety of profitable ways. There ~s nothing to 
indicate the possibility Olf successful mining 'of any kind. It is 
certain that there are no wPrkable coal beds in the c01unty, and 
there are nOl prOlbabilities of finding either gas or oil n01 matter 
how far borings may be carried. Various lines of manufaeturing 
may possibly 00 established with success; but th.e chief re~urces 
of the county will always lie· iIi: her excellent soils, her chief in-
dustry will be their cultivation. It is to the development of the 
possible prodnmtiveness of the soil that the attention of the most 
earnest and m01st thoroughly trained minds should be directed. 
To energy expended in this direction it is possible to predict 
satisfactory rewards. 
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